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Pro gradu -tutkielmassani tarkastelen maskuliinisuuksien representaatioiden rakentumista 
kahdessa W. B. Yeatsin (1865–1939) kokoamassa satuantologiassa, Fairy and Folk Tales of 
the Irish Peasantry ja Irish Fairy Tales, jotka julkaistiin ensimmäisen kerran vuosina 1888 ja 
1892. 
          Sukupuolen rakentumista klassisissa saduissa on viime vuosikymmeninä tutkittu paljon, 
mutta vaikka näissä tutkimuksissa on tarkasteltu sukupuolta hyvinkin monimuotoisesti, 
päähuomio on vain harvoin kohdistettu nimenomaan mieheyksien ja maskuliinisuuksien 
tutkimiseen. Oma tutkielmani keskittyy tarkoituksellisesti tutkimaan nimenomaan 
maskuliinisuuksien rakenteita, mutta käsittelee samalla myös laajemmin sosiaalisen 
sukupuolen ja feminiinisyyksien rakentumista. 
          Johdantoluvussa luon katsauksen Yeatsiin 1800-luvun lopussa työskennelleenä 
kirjailijana ja erittelen syitä, jotka antoivat hänelle sysäyksen kokoelmien kirjoittamiseen. 
Luvussa 2 esitän ne sosiaalisen sukupuolen rakentumista koskevat teoriat, joiden valossa 
analysoin Yeatsin keräämää satumateriaalia. Maskuliinisuutta on rakennettu eri tavoin eri 
aikoina, ja monet yhteiskunnalliset ilmiöt ovat vaikuttaneet siihen, miten maskuliinisuuksia 
on kulloinkin rakennettu. Kuva maskuliinisuudesta muodostetaan yleisesti sen kautta, miten 
se yhdistyy feminiinisyyteen, ja nämä kaksi sosiaalista sukupuolta asetetaan toisilleen 
vastakkaisiksi. On kuitenkin hyödyllistä tarkastella maskuliinisuutta etenkin sitä muovaavien 
valtarakenteiden kautta, jotta maskuliinisuuksien rakentumista voidaan analysoida tarkemmin.  
          Luku 3 tarkastelee kolmea tutkielmalleni tärkeintä teoreettista lähestymistapaa, joiden 
avulla satukirjallisuutta on tutkittu: psykologista, sosiohistoriallista ja feminististä. 
Psykologinen lähestymistapa pitää tärkeimpänä tutkimuskohteena satujen symboliikan 
tutkimista ja sitä, miten ja minkälaisia psykologisia viestejä saduissa välitetään lukijalle. 
Sosiohistoriallinen lähestymistapa puolestaan korostaa, että sadut eivät ole muuttumattomia 
vaan kehittyvät aikojen kuluessa eri yhteiskunnissa ja että satuja voi lukea kulloisenkin 
yhteiskunnan ja ajan kuvastimena. Feministinen satututkimus taas yhdistelee eri tieteenalojen 
metodeja ja analysoi sosiaalisen sukupuolen rakentumista ja ilmenemistä satukirjallisuudessa. 
          Luvussa 4 analysoin teorialukujen esiin nostamia lähestymistapojen avulla, kuinka 
aineistossani rakennetaan maskuliinisuuksien representaatioita. Tutkin maskuliinisuuksien 
suhdetta feminiinisyyksiin sekä toisiin maskuliinisuuksiin. Aineistossani sukupuolet nähdään 
toisilleen vastakkaisina, mikä on hyvin yleistä perinteisessä satukirjallisuudessa, ja 
kumpaakin sukupuolta määrittävät tietyt, usein toisilleen vastakkaiset ominaisuudet. Miesten 
välisessä kanssakäymisessä maskuliinisuudet rakentuvat pitkälti kilpailuhenkisiksi, koska 
miestenkeskisten mittelöiden voittaminen on yksi tärkeimmistä tavoista osoittaa oma 
maskuliinisuus. Satujen maskuliinisuudet rakentuvatkin hyvin paljon sankarien oveluuden 
ympärille. Se, miten satujen päähenkilöt petkuttavat muita kielen avulla, on hyvin keskeinen 
elementti maskuliinisuuksien muodostumisessa; joka käyttää kieltä taitavasti saavuttaa 
jatkuvasti etulyöntiaseman muihin nähden. Loppuyhteenveto luvussa 5 kertaa tutkielmani 
tärkeimmät löydökset ja nostaa esiin mahdollisia jatkotutkimusaiheita..  
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1. Introduction 
 

his thesis studies the construction of masculinities in two fairy tale collections 

by William Butler Yeats (1865–1939). It was once upon a time in 1888 that 

Yeats, having developed a keen interest in Irish folklore from an early age and 

using fairy motifs in his early poetry and other writing, published his first edited collection of 

folk and fairy tales, Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry (FFT). A prolific writer, it 

took him only four years to expand his literary record in folklore studies when, in 1892, he 

followed the first anthology up with a second and compiled Irish Fairy Tales (IFT). The 

former comprises sixty-eight and the latter fourteen tales on Irish folk and fairy belief, and as 

Yeats commented in an introductory note to IFT, the two volumes should make “a fairly 

representative collection of Irish folk tales.”1 Apart from maturing into a prominent writer of 

prose, poetry and plays, his work as a collector and anthologist of Irish folk and fairy lore in 

the 1880s and 1890s is widely recognised in Ireland—the two collections, jointly published 

for the first time in one volume by Colin Smythe in 1973, still enjoy a wide circulation in 

Ireland today. 

          Yeats was a key figure of the Irish literary revival, a literary movement in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century to promote Irish interests under English rule with a 

strong political stance for Irish nationalism. Much of his work, if not all, is underpinned by a 

serious commitment to define an explicitly Irish literary tradition. Studying Irish literature had 

an immense impact on Yeats’ work. He was especially interested in Ireland’s rich folklore,2 

which he drew on to collect and edit FFT and IFT and also to find inspiration for his poetry  

                                                
1 Yeats, William Butler (ed.), Fairy and Folk Tales of Ireland (Gerards Cross: Colin Smythe, 1995) 299. The 
two anthologies by Yeats are published in one volume in this Colin Smythe edition, to which I make all my 
references.  
2 Yeats had grown up in Sligo on the west coast of Ireland, where he as a child had first become used to hearing 
people close to him recite tales about fairies and other supernatural beings. This provided the basis for Yeats’ 
later enthusiasm for Irish folklore and fairy stories. 
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and drama. In a 1888 letter to one of his correspondents, Yeats wrote that “you will find it a 

good thing to make verses on Irish legends and places and so forth. It helps originality and 

makes one’s verses sincere[…]”.3 Despite the enthusiasm Yeats cultivated for Ireland’s 

folklore tradition, the impact of Irish tales and legends on his development as an author has 

been and remains one of the most ignored areas of scholarship on Yeats. Mary Helen Thuente 

argues that only little effort has been put into investigating how folklore as a tradition 

influenced Yeats and his work.4 Thuente’s own work focuses on the influences of Irish 

folklore on Yeats’ writing and it does not discuss gender at all. In this respect, my thesis and 

Thuente’s examination take different approaches to Yeats’ works. As far as this thesis and its 

material are concerned, I have not come across any systematic scholarly research on issues of 

gender and masculinity in FFT and IFT. 

          Yeats’ interest in folklore and his passion for Irish nationalism were closely connected. 

This was not a new phenomenon in folklore studies, for patriotic concerns had been 

introduced into collecting folklore long before Yeats’ time. A driving force behind the 

compiling of the Grimms’ Children’s and Household Tales (1812), for example, had been the 

nationalistic desire to record German folk beliefs during the French invasion.5 Yeats held the 

view that the nineteenth-century world of reason and materialism, which he identified as 

representative of England and the English, was despicable.6 It is then not surprising that Yeats 

had a keen interest in folk tales and their depiction of imaginary and fantastical lands and 

creatures. He went as far as to claim that the real world was to be found in the life of the Irish 

peasant and in the legends they kept alive and that he “had made a new religion” for himself 

of those stories.7 My thesis statement is, however, contradictory to the view Yeats held; I  

                                                
3 Yeats, William Butler, The Letters of W. B. Yeats, ed. Allan Wade (London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1954) 104. 
4 Thuente, Mary Helen, W. B. Yeats and Irish Folklore (Totowa: Barnes & Nobles, 1981) 1-2. 
5 Thuente, 44. 
6 Thuente, 6. 
7 quoted in Thuente, 6. 
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strongly disagree with Yeats’ utopian vision that peasant tales would provide any ‘real’ 

insight into the mind of ‘the’ Irish folk.8 Therefore, this thesis does not set out to reveal or 

define any true or elemental Irish masculinity that could be got a glimpse of and investigated 

through the tales since, as I demonstrate, the idea of masculine essence, Irish or universal, is a 

highly problematic one. Though most of the tales in FFT and IFT were originally written in 

English, some, like those contributed by Douglas Hyde, are English translations of materials 

that were first composed in Irish.  As some translators of the time were inclined to edit their 

source materials quite heavy-handedly during translation, it is difficult to imagine how any 

primordial Irish essence, be it related to the folk in general or masculinity in particular, could 

be conveyed by stories that were not only translated but also altered, a practice in which also 

Yeats engaged. 

           In spite of the problematics inherent in his quest, Yeats did intend to portray the 

prototypical Irish folk. He made a very conscious and politically nationalistic decision to 

bring the Irish peasant into the fore in his work, even though taking Irish subject matter into 

focus in literature was a controversial issue in late-nineteenth-century Ireland. His decision 

may be seen as brave since the portrayals by English, and sometimes even by Irish, authors of 

the Irish were repeatedly patronising and stereotypically humorous under English rule. Unlike 

most of his contemporaries who took an international approach to folklore and stressed the 

similarities of stories found in different cultures, Yeats considered Irish folklore purely 

expressive of the Irish character.9 Not surprisingly, all except two of the tales which Yeats 

included in FFT were collected or recited by an Irish person living in Ireland.  

          Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry can be considered Yeats’ main anthology of 

the two collections of folklore he edited at the turn of the 1890s. It contains sixty-eight tales 

and separate explanatory introductions to each of the nine chapters into which the volume is 

                                                
8 See Chapter 3.1 for discussion on psychological interpretations of fairy tales. 
9 Thuente, 46. 
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divided. Though Yeats compiled and edited the anthologies, he did not write the stories 

himself nor did he collect these stories “fresh from the lips of country people,”10 as some 

scholars argue. The tales in the anthology are, with the exception of two stories, collected 

from various nineteenth-century anthologies of Irish folklore, from Irish literary magazines 

and some of the various county histories and surveys published in Ireland in the nineteenth 

century. Later, after the two anthologies had already been published, Yeats did travel around 

the Irish countryside to record stories told by peasants. This work was printed in The Celtic 

Twilight (1893). 

          A great deal of work went into preparing, collecting and editing before the material in 

Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry could be published. Yeats was preparing his 

anthology already in February 1888 and, according to his letters, had extracted tales from 

various collections by his contemporary folklorists, Croker, Lady Wilde, Carleton and 

others.11 Though it was a trend among Irish folklorists to radically rewrite the oral tales they 

had collected much as they pleased to conform to nineteenth-century literary standards of 

fiction,12 Yeats largely disagreed and from such authors he selected what he considered the 

least fictionalised but the most imaginatively extravagant stories only.13 This criterion for 

selection was based on Yeats’ desire to portray real Irish peasants as visionary and 

imaginative not as caricaturised dim-witted country fools. Yeats was also eager to include 

stories from as many authors as possible to make Fairy and Folk Tales as representative of 

the wide spectrum of Irish folklore as possible—roughly four dozen authors contribute stories 

to the collection.  

          Another personal criterion Yeats followed when selecting stories for the anthology was  

                                                
10 As claimed for example by Glassie, Henry (ed.), The Penguin Book of Irish Folktales (London: Penguin 
Books, 1993) 17. 
11 Yeats W.B., Letters, 78-9. 
12 Thuente, 46, 52. 
13 Thuente, 76, 78. 
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whether the story was a myth, folk tale, or legend. Since much of Irish fairy lore can be 

categorised as legends, they far outnumber other story types in FFT.14 Yeats was most 

intrigued by stories about fairies, ghosts, banshees, and other quasi-supernatural creatures and 

less so about what he called “stories of the Cinderella kind,” or household tales.15 All sections 

of FFT except for the last chiefly contain fairy tales in his sense of the term as ‘tales about 

fairies’. The tales in the last section were hastily added on as Yeats’ publisher pushed him to 

make the anthology longer when the book was already in print.16 The tales in the final section, 

titled ‘Kings, Queens, Princesses, Earls, Robbers,’ differ from the stories in the other sections 

in that only two of them are legends and the other six are folktales.17 Moreover, the section is 

not accompanied by an introduction whereas all the other sections are. All in all, it was 

obvious that the minimal amount of time Yeats had to prepare the final section affected his 

choice of contents for the section, making it less thoroughly planned.  

          Contrary to many of his contemporary folklorists’ beliefs about fairy tales, Yeats 

wanted to introduce a more serious tone to studying Irish folklore. It is then understandable 

that he not only laid careful groundwork for the collection but was also particularly 

meticulous in clearly defining the objects of his study, Irish fairy lore phenomena. For 

example, in the introduction to the first section of the anthology, Yeats listed the three most 

common theories about the origins of Irish fairies: first, that they were “Fallen angels who 

were not good enough to be saved, nor bad enough to be lost;” second, that they were “gods 

of the earth;” and third, that they were “the gods of pagan Ireland.”18 To Yeats, Irish fairies 

were, in consequence, fundamentally divine in origin, the descendants of old Irish mythical 

                                                
14 Thuente, 47. 
15 Yeats, Letters, 79. In the late 19th century, folklorists used the term ‘household tale’ to refer to folktales such 
as Cinderella, reflecting the nineteenth-century translation of the Grimms’ Kinder- und Hausmärchen (1812) as 
Children’s and Household Tales. Yeats’ use of the term parallels this usage. Unlike for modern folklorists, for 
Yeats ‘fairy tales’ were not folktales of the Cinderella type but literally tales about fairies, ghosts, witches and 
other such otherworldly beings. 
16 Yeats, Letters, 86-7. 
17 Thuente, 81. 
18 Yeats, Fairy and Folk Tales of Ireland, 11. 
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god-heroes. Keeping this in mind, it is then not surprising to see that, towards the end of the 

1890s, Yeats’ interest shifted away from folklore and the Irish peasant, and he became more 

enthusiastic about studying ancient Irish mythology, gods and heroic legends. 

          Apart from giving voice to theories of the origins of fairies, Yeats was the first Irish 

folklorist to carefully categorise Irish fairies into different types.19 He made a general 

distinction between ‘trooping,’ or sociable, and ‘solitary,’ or more malignant, fairies.20 

Thuente argues that the categorisation of fairies into good and evil types reflects Yeats’ and 

other nineteenth-century scholars’ view that folklore, like myths, represents elemental battles 

of light and darkness.21 Yeats’ division of the anthology into nine sections was based on what 

type of fairy or fairies the stories in each section were about. He also prefixed each section 

(except for the hastily added ninth) with an explanation and definition of the types of fairies 

the section features, such as the leprechaun, the pooka and the banshee. Yeats’ definitions of 

the types of fairies are still considered authoritative today. 

          Besides establishing categories for defining Irish fairy phenomena and thus affecting 

his readers’ understanding of the tales, Yeats in some ways altered almost fifty percent of his 

source texts during the editing phase of FFT to make them conform to his views and ends as a 

folklorist. Though careful investigation and background work went into selecting the texts he 

would use in his anthology, Yeats was less scrupulous about clearly documenting his sources. 

He appended the authors’ name to each tale but left out all other information on his sources.22 

Some justification for providing little source information in an unscholarly manner might be 

the stance Yeats took that folklore is ultimately anonymous and that credit for the existence of 

fairy tales should not be bestowed on the urban collector but on the country folk who 

                                                
19 Thuente, 83. 
20 Yeats, Fairy and Folk Tales of Ireland, 11-12, 75-76. 
21 Thuente, 84. 
22 In this respect, the 1973 Colin Smythe joint edition of Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry and Irish 
Fairy Tales is helpful for it lists all the sources of the tales Yeats included in the two anthologies.  
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circulated the stories about fairies, keeping them alive for future generations.23 Yeats edited 

the texts in several ways; he removed commentary and literary embellishments which Croker 

and other folklorists had attached to their versions of the tales; he also left some passages, 

frame stories and atmospheric descriptions out of his versions of the tales as he considered 

them too expressive of literary conventions used in the nineteenth-century sentimental novel 

not suited for folk tales. Thuente argues that, in general, Yeats’ omissions transformed the 

stories so that their literary quality was improved, the narratives became more direct and fast-

paced and, since commentary by the collector was removed, original oral folklore received 

more attention.24  

          Yeats intended his second collection of fairy tales, Irish Fairy Tales (1892; IFT), to be 

a follow-up to his first anthology to provide a comprehensive sample of Irish folk tales. In the 

preface to IFT, Yeats wrote that “I have included no story that has already appeared in my 

Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry.”25 However, Yeats’ interest in Irish folklore was 

waning and it is not surprising that IFT differs significantly from his first anthology in various 

respects. Its scope is considerably narrower, with only fourteen tales in it, and as other literary 

activities took up much of Yeats’ time during 1891,26 he was neither able nor interested to 

lavish as much time on the second collection as he did on the first. Unlike in Yeats’ first 

anthology, the stories in IFT are, in general, less concerned with emphasising the mysterious 

and otherworldly aspects of fairies than painting a more human picture of them. In fact, the 

tales are more about worldly success than about fairies themselves, contrary to what is the 

case in FFT. The contents and nature of IFT, together with its publishing in the Fisher Unwin 

‘Children’s Library’ series, bear witness to the fact that the anthology was targeted not at 

adult readers but at children.  

                                                
23   Thuente, 61; see also Yeats, Letters, 206-7. 
24 Thuente, 95-6. 
25 Yeats, Fairy and Folk Tales of Ireland, 299. 
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          Taken together, the two anthologies form an interesting sample of late nineteenth-

century Irish fairy tale books; one was published as a scholarly and folkloristic project with 

extensive background research for a mixed audience, the other as a concise collection 

intended specifically for children. IFT is a continuation, as well as at least a partial ending, to 

the work Yeats began on Irish folklore and folk tales with FFT. Moreover, the two volumes 

offer extensive material for analysing Irish folklore and fairy tales of the time from a men’s 

studies point of view. 

           This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. Chapter 2 presents theories on gender and 

masculinity relevant for the examination of masculinities in FFT and IFT. Chapter 3 

theoretically introduces central research on and approaches to the fairy tale genre. Chapter 4 

utilises the theoretical framework set out in the two previous chapters to analyse the 

constructions of masculinities in FFT and IFT. Finally, Chapter 5 sums up the findings of the 

analysis chapter and raises some questions for further research.  

                                                                                                                                                   
26 He was, among other things, collecting his own material around the Sligo area, which he in 1893 published in 
The Celtic Twilight. 
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2. On Gender and Masculinity 

2.1. Masculinity and historicity 
 

asculinity, like many another complex term, defies definitions. Talking 

about masculinity and femininity in everyday situations may raise few 

doubts, but a comprehensive definition of the term is hard to arrive at. 

Research on men is by no means a new phenomenon, for men have been the main object of 

scientific interest throughout Western history. What has been lacking from this body of 

research, until the last thirty years or so, is the study of men as gendered individuals. Critical 

scholarly studies on men and masculinity with a conscious focus on gender were not carried 

out until the last couple of decades and, consequently, the field has had less time to develop a 

comprehensive system of methods and definitions than other academic fields. In spite of the 

relatively short time it has been in existence, men’s studies has successfully utilised theories 

from various other domains of academic inquiry, among them sociology, history and 

psychology, adapted them to the study of men and masculinity and formulated its own body 

of theories in close connection to women’s studies. While a great deal of conflicting debate on 

men, masculinity and the field of men’s studies itself remains, many issues concerning the 

definition of masculinity have gained a wide critical acceptance among scholars. In this 

chapter, I take up some of the most influential theories on men and masculinity and present 

both supporting and contradicting arguments relevant to the understanding of these theories.  

          A fundamental aspect of masculinity, as Easthope notes, is that it is extremely difficult 

or practically impossible to define it apart from femininity, at least in our culture at this 

time.27 The two genders have been polarised for at least hundreds of years in Euro/American 

cultures until now, though how and on what bases this polarisation has been done has taken 

                                                
27 Easthope, Anthony, What a Man’s Gotta Do: The Masculine Myth in Popular Culture (New York: Routledge, 
1992) 7. 

M 
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various forms in different eras. Gender polarisation will most probably though certainly not 

inevitably continue in the future, especially if the way we think about men and women does 

not undergo a drastic change. Our current key concepts of masculinity and femininity have 

developed during about the last 500 years or more of Western cultures, but the historical 

formation of genders has largely been overlooked. As the type of study of men which takes 

gender as its starting point did not attract much critical attention before the feminism of the 

1960s stirred up debate not only on women and femininity but also on men and masculinity, it 

is not surprising that thorough historical accounts of masculinity are scarce even today. But to 

view gender without reference to its historical formation, shaped by various developments in 

society at different eras, is simplistic and unsatisfactory. As Davidoff and Hall write, 

‘Masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ are constructs specific to historical time and place.  
 They are categories continually being forged, contested, reworked and reaffirmed   
 in social institutions and practices as well as a range of ideologies.28 

 
Since social institutions and ideologies are subject to change, and since they exert a powerful 

influence on how genders are conceived of, the concepts of masculinity and femininity are to 

an enormous degree socially constructed and historically shaped. One of the most influential 

social constructionist theorists of masculinity, R.W. Connell discusses major developments 

during what Fernand Braudel calls the ‘long 16th century’ (1450–1650), which significantly 

changed European lives and from which constructions of modern gender systems can be 

traced.29 In this period, the rise of capitalism and the bourgeoisie, the secularisation of social 

life and culture, new city cultures as well as violent conquests of overseas colonies provided 

the thrust towards and laid the foundation for a novel conception of masculinity and 

femininity.30 

                                                
28 Davidoff, Leonore and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class 1780–
1850 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) 29. 
29 Connell, R. W., 'The big picture: Masculinities in recent world history' Theory and Society 22.5 (1993): 607-
610. 
30 Connell, R. W., Masculinities (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995) 186-191.  
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          First, during the medieval and Reformation periods, debate on sex and gender centred 

on moral relationships between men and women. The belief that God had laid down a path for 

women and a different path for men to follow sums up the basic assumption of that time about 

the sexes.31 The disruption of medieval Catholicism by Renaissance culture changed the 

religious, monastically ascetic ideals of men’s and women’s lives and emphasised the 

conjugal household and married heterosexuality. Individuality of expression and a person’s 

unmediated relationship with God were replacing an earlier, more collective conception of the 

self, which defined the sexes through locations in social relations as a man or a woman rather 

than through having a personal identity as a man or a woman. This paved the way for the 

emergence of individualism, providing the basis for the concept of individual masculinity as it 

is understood today. Second, the growth of cities owing to capitalism created a mass milieu of 

both more anonymity and more coherent regulation of everyday life than had been the case 

when most of the population lived in the countryside. Amassing of wealth from trade and 

exploitation of colonies began to place a heavy emphasis on profit-seeking rationality. The 

creation of colonial powers had already created its own gendered ideals, of which the violent, 

masculine conquistador can still be said to be a visible, and celebrated, example. Third, the 

strong state structure, a characteristic feature of Western societies and a fundamental site for 

male power today, was established and consolidated by wars of religion. Warfare played a 

central part in these developments, with the army tightly interwoven with state structures, 

which served to strengthen the position of violence as a desirable attribute of ideal 

masculinity.  

          In sum, a gender order had been produced by the 18th century in which masculinity as a 

cultural form had been created. This form was most emphatically expressed in the masculinity 

of the men of the gentry, though masculinity was not yet strictly regulated, allowing men to 

                                                
31 Connell, R. W., Gender and Power. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1987) 23-4. 
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test and negotiate its terms. Segal argues that, by the early nineteenth century, a bourgeois 

ideal of Christian masculinity had become one of the most dominant forms of desirable 

manliness in the Anglo-Saxon world. It stressed spiritual, intellectual and moral principles as 

well as the dignity of labour and the value of manly independence and autonomy.32 In the late 

19th century, gentry masculinity, its ethic of honour and violence of the duel, waned and was 

displaced as a form of ideal masculinity by more calculative, rational and regulated 

masculinities due to political revolution, industrialisation and the strengthening of 

bureaucratic state apparatuses, with the bureaucrat and the businessman emerging as new 

ideals for (middle-class) men to pursue.33 However, though the majority of scholars writing 

about transformations that took place in Western masculinities in the 19th century concentrate 

on the effects of economic changes on masculinities, other factors also contributed to the 

changes masculinities underwent during this period. Kimmel, for example, argues that the 

impact of women’s demands for improving their societal status and rights in the late 19th-

century United States produced a crisis in masculinity at a time of rapid economic and 

political changes.34 It can be argued, in more general terms, that when faced with drastic 

social changes and with unprivileged groups’ claims for improving their position in society, 

the privileged group’s norms come to be questioned and sometimes renegotiated. A further 

development in late-nineteenth-century masculinities was an increasing emphasis on sport and 

physical strenuousness, which reasserted a conformist Christian ideal of masculinity with a 

heavy emphasis on athletic manliness that celebrated muscles and strength.35 This 

development was aided by the increasing popularity of sport, boys scout, and other similar 

                                                
32 Segal, Lynne, Slow Motion: Changing Masculinities, Changing Men (London: Virago, 1990) 104-5. 
33 Connell, 'The big picture', 609. 
34 Kimmel, Michael, 'The contemporary ‘crisis’ of masculinity in historical perspective' The Making of 
Masculinities. The New Men’s Studies, ed. Harry Brod (London: Allen & Unwin, 1987) 121-53. 
35 Segal, 105. For discussion on how this change is reflected in children’s literature in English, see Nelson, 
Claudia, Boys Will Be Girls: the Feminine Ethic and British Children’s Fiction, 1857-1917 (New Brunswick: 
Rutgers University Press, 1991) 29-30. 
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movements.36 Though the twentieth century and the new millennium have witnessed some old 

attributes of ideal masculinity being shed and novel ones introduced, tough, sporting, 

muscular masculinity is still very much at the core of the masculine ideal of contemporary 

popular culture.  

          The changing masculinities presented above, influenced and formed by societal 

developments, reflect the fact that an adequate account of masculinity in modern Western 

culture cannot be rendered without admitting its historicity.37 However, not only changes in 

social structures but developments in Western thought as well have influenced and shaped the 

idea of masculinity we embrace today. Tracing the ideas of the self, for example, during the 

past few centuries offers a viewpoint to masculinity which complements the socio-historical 

explanation of modern masculinity.  

          As people became socially freer with the rise of capitalism and large-scale urbanisation, 

an unprecedented practise of subordination based on the difference of the sexes, where man 

became the actor (subject) and woman was more and more defined as the object, took root. 

Men became the ‘I’ and women were positioned as ‘the other’, used by men to define 

themselves.38 This change in how the sexes were conceived of is closely tied with the rise of 

the notion of the subject. Foucault claims that it was not before the end of the 18th century that 

‘man’ started to gain a position as an object of knowledge and as a knowing subject,39 though 

this is perhaps an overstatement in view of the world at large. However, developments in 

society did give birth to a new, modern concept of the subject, which is built on numerous 

dual polarisations, such as inner/outer, soul/body, nature/culture, subject/object and 

                                                
36 Hearn, Jeff, Men in the Public Eye (London: Routledge, 1992) 100. 
37 For a critique levelled at social constructionist theories of masculinity that reject a biological approach to 
gender formation, see for example Stacey, Judith, 'Toward kinder, gentler uses for testosterone' Theory and 
Society 22.5 (1993): 715-718. 
38 Horrocks, Roger, Male Myths and Icons: Masculinity in Popular Culture (London: Macmillan, 1995) 38. 
39 Foucault, Michel, The Order of Things: an Archaeology of the Human Sciences (London: Routledge, 1989) 
308-9.  
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feminine/masculine.40 The subject, men especially, was to find out what his place in the 

(public) world was, to contemplate on who he was. At the same time, women began to be 

increasingly confined to the private home, safe from the taint of the market forces of the 

public world so as not to weaken male authority. In part, this was due to the emerging concept 

of women as purer and as more moral than men. Women were genteel, ethereal, in need of 

protection from, though ultimately responsible for curing, moral pollution of the wide 

world.41 The housewife was a residual though handy category to resort to when a person 

could not be classified in any other manner. In contrast to men, who exemplified recognised 

individuality in the open world, women were seen more as a mass of non-individuals at home. 

In keeping with the relatively novel 18th-century concept of individuality that focused on the 

idea of sexual difference, it was considered that only individuals could represent political and 

moral authority, thus conferring access to authority exclusively on men. As a consequence, 

they exercised mastery over dependents and objects.42 

          Theweleit argues that the conflict between the inner and the outer world, the feminine 

and the masculine, the private and the public, gave rise to and reasons for building an armour 

around masculinity against all that was unmanly,43 be that women, children or homosexuals. 

Everything that did not fit into the masculine ideal was eventually to be removed. In many 

respects, Easthope argues, the masculine ego can be said to resemble a fortified building, a 

fortress.44 Both attempt to ceaselessly keep themselves together. The purpose of both is to 

ward off all threats, not only external but also those welling from within, that would topple 

the construction. If the defence of the fortified ego fails, the intruder will be able to use the  

                                                
40 Lehtonen, Mikko, Kyklooppi ja kojootti: Subjekti 1600–1900 -lukujen kulttuuri- ja kirjallisuusteoriassa 
(Tampere: Vastapaino, 1994) 18. 
41 Davidoff, Leonore, Worlds Between: Historical Perspectives on Gender & Class (Cambridge: Polity Press, 
1995) 74. 
42 ibid., 233-4. 
43 Theweleit, Klaus, Male Fantasies 1: Women, Floods, Bodies, History, trans. Stephen Conway in collaboration 
with Erica Carter and Chris Turner (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis Press, 1987) 302, 312. 
44 Easthope, 37-40. 
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ego for its own purposes, which are in contradiction to those of the ego. Subsequently, the 

masculine ego is defined in terms of its borders and the attacker; what is inside and what is 

outside. To simplify somewhat, inside is masculinity and outside is non-masculinity, or, more 

precisely, this is what the masculine ego wishes for. Easthope concludes that it comes as no 

surprise that the enemy within is the man’s own femininity. The fortress provides our 

dominant culture with a model of the masculine ego in multiple forms from Superman to sci-

fi, repeated over and over again. It informs every popular representation of masculinity. 

2.2. ‘Masculinity’/’femininity’ 
 
A rudimentary way to begin to gain an understanding of the inseparability of the definitions 

of ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ is to trace their meanings back to the way our language 

system works. Horrocks claims that one of the most significant influences on cultural studies 

has been structuralist thinking and especially the Saussurean theory of the linguistic sign.45 de 

Saussure’s argument is that a sign acquires meaning only in relation to other signs of the same 

system and is meaningless alone.46 The study of the linguistic sign can also be extended to the 

study of non-linguistic symbolic systems such as gender. Masculinity is a symbolic sign 

within the gender system we inhabit and, therefore, for masculinity to carry meaning it has to 

be viewed alongside its complementary pair, femininity. The result is that masculinity is often 

understood as the opposite of femininity; masculinity and femininity are considered 

complementary polar opposites that are in a discursive relation to one another, through which 

both are defined against each other. In this view, masculinity gains full meaning only when it 

is seen as that which it is not, femininity. 

          Structuralist thinking recognises that meaning and individuals are constructed in 

sociological, psychological and linguistic structures. However, post-structuralist theory has 

                                                
45 Horrocks, 24. 
46 de Saussure, Ferdinand, Course in General Linguistics (London: Duckworth, 1983/1916). 
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levelled intense critique at the structuralist approach. Post-structuralism criticises the 

structuralist claim that it is a metalanguage by which all texts can be translated and argues that 

a neutral omniscient standpoint outside the world of the text cannot be taken. In post-

structuralist terms, then, masculinity is not only the ‘empty’ linguistic opposite category of 

femininity. Rather, ‘masculinity’ is a social construct which comes to be defined through and 

by various ideologies competing for power to define what is masculine and what is not. It is 

impossible to step outside these ideologies to observe the situation objectively, as 

structuralism claims. 

          Many scholars within sociology and psychology, for example, who have tried to 

theorise gender, have long purported to discover men’s ‘deep unchanging core’ or a universal 

‘masculine essence’. For decades, this approach to masculinity has dominated serious and 

popular debate on what ‘masculinity’ ‘really’ is and how it can be defined, with masculinity 

being relegated to pseudo-biological accounts of a man’s being and psychoanalytical 

explanations of gender identity dictated in early childhood by family relations.47 As a 

consequence of genes, hormones or other biological traits which have frequently been used to 

justify scholarly accounts of gender differences, men are claimed to exhibit masculinity and 

‘masculine’ qualities, whereas women are seen representing femininity and ‘feminine’ 

qualities. The common, lay view is that two types of physical body, male and female, produce 

two different categories of humanity.48 However, no research results have been presented that 

would even satisfactorily suggest that there would be a clear causality between physiology 

and attitudes, character types and gait, for example.49 What does seem clear, though, is that 

there is an “unflagging quest” for discovering biological determinants of sex differences.50 

                                                
47 Connell, 'The big picture', 599. 
48 Jokinen, Arto, Panssaroitu maskuliinisuus: mies, väkivalta ja kulttuuri (Tampere: Tampere University Press, 
2000) 204. 
49 Connell, Masculinities, 21. 
50 Segal, 63. 
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          Despite a growing awareness that masculinity/femininity/gender cannot be reduced to a 

set of biological characteristics, traits which have traditionally been considered masculine, 

such as ‘activeness’, ‘aggressiveness’ and ‘rationality’, are still, to a large extent, positively 

associated with men only. Early work on gender concentrated heavily on empirically 

measuring people’s ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’. Questionnaires with sets of predefined 

attributes for expressing ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ were presented to respondents, who 

were to characterise themselves on a plus/minus scale by determining whether they possessed 

the given attributes or not. ‘Aggressiveness’ indicated masculinity and ‘cheerfulness’ 

femininity, for example.51 A particular genitalia and a set of mental characteristics are not the 

only phenomena which are commonly defined as masculine; they also include such seemingly 

far-fetched but everyday things as colours, animals, expressions, sounds and plants.52 

However, the associations between entities and a certain gender are historically sensitive. For 

example, whereas English boys living in the eighteenth or nineteenth century were 

traditionally clad in little dresses until they were around six years old,53 today this type of 

choice of clothes for boys would be condemned, though even during that time wearing 

trousers for the first time marked an important point in a boy’s life. Views on what is 

masculine vary between different cultures at different times. 

          Not only are masculinity and femininity usually fixed with their special, gender-specific 

characteristics, these characteristics often seem natural, universal and unchanging. This is, 

however, a tricky assumption. As shown by feminists and others questioning the taken-for-

grantedness of gender, sex is not gender. There is more to masculinity than being non-female. 

McMahon notes that, like various accounts of male personality, a great number of 

descriptions of masculinity are not descriptions of what they overtly claim to be—attributes 

                                                
51 See for example Bem, Sandra, 'On the utility of alternative procedures for assessing psychological androgyny' 
Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology 45.2 (1977): 166-205. 
52 Jokinen, 206. 
53 Davidoff, 233. 
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defining what masculinity is as a matter of course—but they are really descriptions of popular 

ideologies about the actual or desirable characteristics of men.54 It is through popular usage 

and definitions of the term ‘masculinity’ that gender stereotypes and correct masculine 

behaviour is policed and naturalised.  

          Men’s behaviour with and among other men, for example, is one target of such 

policing. Critical studies on men and masculinities have adopted the term ‘male bonding’ to 

refer to casual, everyday male-male relationships. Traditionally, not only have men 

constructed their masculinity in relation to women but also by comparing themselves and 

being with other men, through ‘bonding’. Small and large-scale institutions to which only 

men have had access, such as gentlemen’s clubs, societies, monasteries, churches, the army 

and the most powerful public positions in Western societies as leaders, rulers and kings, are 

ubiquitous. Within such male-only or heavily male-dominated spaces, men have been able to 

separate themselves from the company of women and spend time with other men. Sedgewick 

calls this ‘homosocial desire’,55 the desire to be with other men without a hint of homosexual 

feelings. This is one more means to construct masculinity by distancing it from femininity. 

Traditional and modern constructions of masculinity heavily rest, first, on the misogynist 

supposition that femininity is subordinate to and thus of lesser value than masculinity. The 

modern idea of subordinate femininity dates back at least to the formation of the modern 

subject at the end of the 18th century. Jokinen claims that heterosexual men’s homosocial 

bonds exemplify a subculture of male privilege, in which patriarchal power is renewed. He 

makes a further note that in all-male clubs men also seek, and find, safety against other men 

and male clubs, which creates a shell around their masculinity.56 This parallels Eastehope’s  

                                                
54 McMahon, Anthony, 'Male readings of feminist theory: The psychologization of sexual politics in the 
masculinity literature' Theory and Society 22.5 (1993): 691. 
55 Sedgwick, Eve Kosofsky, Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire (New York: 
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comment on ‘armoured’ masculinity I presented in Chapter 2.1. However, as Hearn notes, it 

cannot automatically be assumed that gendered power relations are first and foremost between 

men/masculinity and women/femininity, for this only perpetuates dichotomising sexual 

politics.57 What it ignores is that power relations cut across various social categories, that, 

apart from male-supremacy, straight-, white-, ablebodied-, Western- and age-supremacist 

thinking, for example, shape power relations in favour of one group at the expense of others. 

To arrive at a comprehensive understanding of gendered power relations all these 

simultaneously privileging (for some) as well as subordinating (for some) practices of power 

should be discussed. 

          Another cornerstone of modern masculinity is that, like all that deviates from the 

cultural ideal of masculinity, male homosexuality is regarded as feminine and, subsequently, 

inferior to male heterosexuality. Subsequently, masculinity comes to be defined through 

men’s desire for women—intimacy with other men may pose a threat to many men’s 

masculinity. Furthermore, the fact that many men and women deny the homosexual in male-

male relationships denies the feminine in men and, once again, builds masculinity on the 

premise that it contains nothing of the feminine. However, the denial of homosexuality in fact 

undermines the heterosexist assumption that heterosexuality is a natural determinant of 

masculinity, since fending off homosexuality fiercely and repetitively points at 

acknowledging its possibility or existence. Repression, not only of homosexuality but also of 

everything unmasculine, seems to be central in the building up of masculinity. Evidence 

produced in psychoanalysis, for example, convincingly shows that adult heterosexuality is 

one of many possible ways available to grow up, with the help of which people can build their 

sexual identity. Historically, the regulation of homosexuality has seen many phases, from a 

celebrated activity in ancient Greece to perversion in the industrialising West on to criminal 
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offence, sexual identity and so on. Neither has male homosexuality always been considered 

feminine. In some cultures, for example, to be penetrated by another man has often been 

considered feminine and consequently despicable but the one who penetrates has been 

celebrated as masculine.  

          For many men today, the greatest personal struggle is to cope with what they see as 

their own femininity, though at least in urban settings all over the world there are signs that 

this is changing. Segal argues that homophobia, the denial and rejection of homosexuality, is 

one of the most fundamental aspects of masculinity, which acts as a prop for men to support 

their position as the powerful ones.58 Homophobia, together with misogyny, claims Jokinen, 

is based on heterosexual men’s need to strengthen their own identity by mocking the 

feminine, which all non-heterosexual masculinity is generally labelled.59 Homophobia can 

then be seen as a defence mechanism against that which is frightening to protect the fragile 

masculine self, which is in constant need of masculine reaffirmation so as not to appear 

unmasculine and feminine. This form of masculinity, ‘hegemonic masculinity’, a term I 

discuss in the next chapter, is an ever-ongoing project of checking oneself against flaws in the 

masculine shell.  

2.3. Complex masculinities 
 
During the 1970s and 1980s, sex role theory took central stage in the masculinity debate, 

placing the focus on the social realm, where “role models” and “expectations” addressed the 

question of how masculinity is constructed. 60 The sex role approach allows for some diversity 
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in explaining masculinity but is severely inadequate, barely scratching the surface of human 

personality and overlooking many larger social aspects contributing to the formation of the 

concept of masculinity. These include power relations and the complexity of emotions 

running through people’s everyday life.61 In spite of acknowledging that social factors inform 

the construction of masculinity, numerous scholars point out the insufficiencies of the central 

assumptions of sex role theory. One such essential weakness is the assumption that there 

would be a consistent and uniform set of social expectations about men and women which are 

universally shared within all societies, positing a non-existent uniformity of individual 

behaviour and sweeping the complex dynamics of gender identity under the carpet.62 A 

problem masculinity faces is that it constantly tries to stay invisible and neutral by hiding the 

fact that it is a construction, not natural or universal. 

          Segal names the practice of defining the sexes through their opposition to one another 

‘an ideology of sexual difference’.63 The ideology seeks to explain gender differences in 

terms of biological essentialism and rests on the very small actual biological sex differences 

found between the sexes in psychological studies. A great deal of research in this field is still 

carried out even though after decades of arduous work little data have been found to support 

essentialists’ claim on biological differences between women and men. On the contrary, many 

studies have suggested that there are more shared than differentiating biological features. As 

early as in 1949, de Beauvoir stated that “one is not born a woman; one becomes one,”64 an 

argument that still holds today. Though de Beauvoir’s statement originally refers to women, it 

can also be applied to men: masculinity is not a state in which men live from birth till death 

but a constant process, in the building of which men participate throughout their lives as men. 

Rather than perceiving gender as a fixed biological destiny, it is more fruitful to see it as a 
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social construction, as a gender written on the biological body, the borders of which can 

easily be blurred and even changed with make-up and clothing for example. To claim like de 

Beauvoir did that femininity (and, in similar manner, masculinity) is not an innate constant 

but that children internalise gendered ways of living when growing up is to show that 

masculinity and femininity are created in social practices, which are dependent on the time 

and place where they are forged, subject to change.  

          Easthope criticises the sociological approach to masculinity that sex role theory 

advocated and rightly claims that it views masculinity from the outside, from the point of 

view of static roles, paying little attention to individual experiences, which are dynamic and 

constantly fluctuating.65 The starting point for many critical scholars of masculinity, including 

Connell and Segal, is that masculinities should be viewed as problematic, negotiated, in the 

plural and contested within frameworks at the individual, organisational, cultural and societal 

levels.66 Hearn claims that, most of all, masculinities are no larger individual possessions, like 

early work on gender claimed, but that they are institutional practices located in structures of 

power.67 Accordingly, masculinity cannot be seen as a result of individual biology but as a 

construction born in various social, institutional and ideological practices.  

          Apart from providing physical and social space to compete and bond with other men, 

male-only and male-dominated institutions serve another function: that of defining uniform, 

acceptable and desirable masculinity. ‘Cultural masculinity’ refers to the accepted and 

legitimated way of showing that one is a man. It defines how men walk, talk, dress, think, 

feel, make love and so on. However, there simultaneously exist multiple culturally accepted 

ways of being a man from which men choose their own masculine performance. But, if there 

are various alternative masculinities to be taken, why does a majority of men assume a certain 
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masculinity rather than some other? Why are men not eager to change cultural masculinity?  

          Carrigan et al. define as ‘hegemonic’ the type of masculinity which is seen as the 

ultimate masculine ideal for men to strive at in society, and to which other ways of being a 

man and performing masculinity are subordinate. 68 Jokinen defines hegemonic masculinity as  

first, practices which bind men together, second, the dominant position of a 
certain masculine ideal in society and, third, the leading and ruling position of a 
certain class of males in relation to the majority of men and to all women.69 

 
Carrigan et al. coined ‘hegemonic masculinity’ in 1985 to question aspects of sex role theory, 

the then most dominant discourse on gender, in particular, and to provide a more 

comprehensive methodological framework for understanding masculinity, in general. In sum, 

they point out that not all masculinities are equally highly valued and that there always exist 

forms of being a man which confer greater social and private benefits on those who act out 

their lives according to some (hegemonic) rather than other (non-hegemonic or subordinate) 

forms of masculinity. The unwillingness to change culturally hegemonic forms of masculinity 

or to adopt alternative masculinities results from the fact that hegemonic masculinity is 

usually beneficial to men in that it awards them a powerful status in relation to women and 

other men. Connell has elaborated the notion of hegemonic masculinity further.70 

          Connell’s aim is to utilise a ‘theory of practice’ to analyse the structures and practices 

within and by which gender is created and controlled. He argues that gender relations are 

situated in three organising structures: division of labour, power and sexuality. First, the 

sexual division of labour can be said to roughly refer to the fact that certain jobs are allocated 

to one sex, others to the other sex, resulting in a gendered regime of work.71 In terms of gains, 

men’s work (public/productive) is more highly-valued in capitalist society, earning them high 
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financial profits, whereas women’s jobs (domestic/reproductive) are more low-income and of 

lesser symbolic value. This is a result of historical developments in Western societies. In its 

starkest form, this thinking results in the idea of separate spheres of public men and private 

women. In nineteenth-century England and the United States, for example, at a time when 

industrial capitalism was becoming ever more popular, the concurrently emerging bourgeoisie 

began to place a heavy emphasis on the concept of a society built on supposedly natural, God-

ordained separate male and female spheres. The male became the breadwinner, the female the 

housewife. In Jewish and Christian societies, the gendered division of labour can be traced 

back to the Bible, especially perhaps to the difference in the punishments given by God at the 

Fall. In more general terms, Connell argues that the gendered division of labour cannot be 

treated as a structure of its own but must be seen part of a larger order, as a gender-structured 

system of production, consumption and distribution. The division of labour is an ideological 

product that does not exist in isolation from other social phenomena but influences, and is 

affected by, them.  

          Second, power permeates all levels and facets of society, and power relations function 

as constraints on social practices.72 Power can be violence in the form of raw force as in 

physical battering or rape, but more often power involves institutions and the way they are 

organised. In patriarchy, it is usually men of hegemonic masculinity who have access to 

power, while women and subordinated men are hierarchically excluded. Men of power are 

powerful only by contrast to those men and women who are not powerful. To legitimise 

power differences, justifying ideologies have to be created and maintained. These ideologies 

stigmatise other groups of people (women, gay men, African-Americans, the disabled) and 

practices so that they are negatively defined as not suitable to hold power. To fight against 

ubiquitous ideological definitions is certainly a tall order. However, Connell optimistically 
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sees that, since there have been local victories in overthrowing patriarchal relations of power, 

it is possible that from such small triumphs a large-scale change may spring. Change, 

however slow, will take place. 

          Third, sexuality is the third key structure Connell identifies as a site where the 

organising of gender takes place.73 A social construct, sexuality functions both through the 

prohibition of certain emotional and sexual desires policed by law and custom and through the 

promotion of other desires which are often ‘naturalised’. Sexuality presupposes sexual 

difference between men and women, and a range of desires is dichotomously collapsed into 

one desire, that for the other sex. Subsequently, sexual difference itself is sexualised. Not only 

difference but inequality informs sexuality; women are seen as sexual objects in a way men 

are not, and certain forms of desire such as homo- and bisexuality are usually condemned. 

Sexuality is also historical in that the concept of sexuality, together with other socially 

constructed phenomena, has been developed throughout history. Davidoff argues that in the 

seventeenth century it was thought that men and women had ‘carnal appetites’ but sexuality 

was not yet something split off from other aspects of life.74 By the end of the eighteenth 

century, sexuality came to be recognised as a separate entity and it took different forms for 

men and women, gentlemen and workers, women and ladies, all related to questions of class, 

nationality and gender. 

          The product of the three overlapping structures that organise gender is ‘gender order’, 

which Connell defines as “a historically constructed pattern of power relations between men 

and women and definitions of femininity and masculinity.”75 Jefferson notes the advantages 

of Connell’s social constructionist approach to studying gender and masculinities: it brings to 

the fore the hierarchical ordering of gender relations; it allows for substantial complexity and 
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escapes simplifying notions of gender; and placing emphasis on practice makes the questions 

of history and change highly visible.76 

          By utilising Connell’s framework for studying the ways in which both hegemonic and 

subordinate masculinities are constructed and upheld, the network of how masculinities are 

constructed can be unravelled to make it clearer how some men gain access to social power 

and how they legitimate and renew social relationships that support their position in power. It 

is vital to keep in mind that hegemonic masculinities are ideals about men, ideals which 

seldom correspond to actual men’s lives and lived experiences. Attempting too eagerly to 

conform to the hegemonic norm may unintentionally result in over-exaggerated and comic 

displays of ideal masculinity or, when the exaggeration is conscious, in criticism of the 

masculine ideal. Nevertheless, very large numbers of men are complicit in supporting 

hegemonic masculinity, for the advantage for men who support hegemonic masculinities is 

that it guarantees them masculine dominance; most men benefit from the subordinate position 

of women and non-hegemonic men.77 Hegemonic masculinities are, then, closely linked with 

men’s institutionalised dominance over women as well as over men who do not embrace 

hegemonic masculinities. What is at the centre of hegemonic masculinities is power. 

          Foucault locates power in the domain of discourse. Discourse refers to the ways we 

speak, write and think about something. Foucault defines discourses as “historically variable 

ways of specifying knowledge and truth – what it is possible to speak of at a given 

moment.”78 On the one hand, discourse enables us to see a cultural phenomenon in a certain 

manner but, on the other, limits other ways of viewing it; it is a set of statements, which forms 
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a unique way of comprehending the world.79 Discourses define what is normal, and that 

which is not normal is denigrated. Discourse is also a general, culturally shared and accepted 

system of meanings and a way of conceptualisation which shapes the objects it ‘speaks’.80 

The theory of discourse developed by Foucault is used as the basis of the idea that knowledge 

and gender are effects of discourses.81 The discourse-theory approach to gender holds the 

view that gender and masculinity are constructed in discourse. What discourses produce are 

not real objects but representations of them. Images of masculinity are conveyed in cultural 

texts through discourse and representations, the objects of discourse-theory study of 

masculinity being cultural representations of masculinity. A representation of masculinity is 

not lived masculinity but a cognitive model of it. Representations of masculinity may, and 

very often do, significantly differ from men’s actual experiences of their own masculinity, 

which is why representations of masculinity should not be treated as mirror images of what 

men in real life are. 

          Middleton writes on discourse that 
 

[d]uring the past decade a variant of sexual difference theory based on the concept 
of ‘discourse’ has become extremely influential. One of the attractions of using 
the concept of ‘discourse’ is that it claims to recognize the importance of social 
life for the study of gender without recourse to… sociological functionalism…The 
theory of discourse… has been used primarily to explain social structures… 
[m]etonymically it indicates the variety of verbal forms a historical institution can 
take. Metaphorically it suggests the conditions of actual practices as opposed to 
structural paradigms.82 

 
The discourse-theory method to studying gender is less static, more politically fine-tuned, 

sensitive to issues of power and to the contradictory and ambiguous nature of masculinity, 

but, Connell claims, lacks the tools for concretely changing oppressive structures of gender in 
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real life.83 Jefferson writes that discourses and structures lean towards societal and 

institutional levels of analysis and not so much towards the personal, without which the study 

of gender is meaningless.84 However, theory of discourse and representations offers valuable 

tools for studying masculinity as represented in cultural products, for it pays close attention to 

and unveils historical and ideological complexities behind debates on masculinity. 

          By way of example, not intended as an attack on radical feminism, some radical 

feminists thinking has viewed masculinity solely as a constant source of patriarchal 

oppression. Discourse-theory approach to gender would point out that though patriarchy is 

oppressive to huge numbers of women, there always exist counter-discourses that succeed or 

try to succeed in doing away with misogynistic and oppressive practices. Various discourses, 

pro- and anti-patriarchal, operate simultaneously and generate clashing forms of knowledge 

and power. Talk about patriarchy as exclusively oppressive is itself a produced discourse, 

functioning within a certain (radical feminist) framework and creating one body of 

knowledge, one ‘truth’. It has gained power and legitimacy among some groups of people but 

has been rejected by, for example, the patriarchal institutions it criticises because those 

institutions have social and discursive power to silence dissenting voices. Social feminists 

such as Lynne Segal have criticised radical feminists’ essentialist picture of masculinity as 

incurable and unchanging85 and pointed out that “social realities are not static… it is more 

interesting… to see how things do in fact change.”86 Masculinity is a complex network of 

ideas and practices, and it is not biologically essential in that every man and the masculinities 

they embrace are a threat, and only a threat, to women and other men in every situation at all 

times. Masculinity is not a constant that never changes. Hence, if masculinity is not universal 

and not ahistorical, it cannot be seen as a source of oppression only, for numerous conflicting 
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masculinities are lumped together inside the term ‘masculinity,’ a great many of which do not 

fit into the picture of purely oppressive masculinity.  

          As a conclusion to this chapter, I raise some further critical issues about masculinity 

that need to be looked into in more detail if we want to rid masculinity of the mystery it has 

traditionally been cloaked in. Interestingly, Jokinen raises the point that we would perhaps 

need to stop regarding human traits and actions as either male or female and start thinking 

about masculinity and femininity in broader terms than what our cultural stereotypes presently 

afford.87 This should be clear to every scholar wanting to think in broader terms than what sex 

role theory affords. Jokinen uses male sensitivity as an example: maybe the sensitivity men 

feel is not their feminine side but something else, which Jokinen names ‘masculine 

sensitivity’. Still, this categorisation groups together a multitude of differing ‘lived 

sensitivities’ which men (and also women) experience, and maybe the ‘masculine’ in 

‘masculine sensitivity’ is redundant. Lappalainen, discussing Julia Kristeva, notes that even 

though both sexes have traits of the other sex, these traits are not symmetrical; men have a 

’feminine’ side, which is not female femininity, and women have a ‘masculine’ side, which is 

not male masculinity.88 The meanings the terms take in and on men and women are not 

identical for both sexes. In her claim, Lappalainen points out that facets of masculinity cannot 

singularly be categorised as feminine only because these facets have traditionally been treated 

as such. Attributes such as ‘sensitiveness’ are historically gendered but that is precisely why 

their gendered nature should be called to question. Deconstructing gendered attributes and 

rethinking them would allow us to rethink gender in more general terms. One might theorise, 

for example, whether masculinity and femininity are appropriate categories for describing the 

phenomena they conventionally refer to in our view of the world, since not all cultures have  
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use for such terms nor the need to rigidly polarise people into two gendered groups. Also, it 

cannot be assumed without criticism that the category of ‘masculinity’ itself would be a 

necessary concept in studying men. Hearn’s argument is that masculinity may not be the most 

useful or relevant concept to describe and analyse particular social situations89 since various 

anthropological studies have shown that numerous cultures have a strikingly different gender 

systems than our bipolar one, allowing multiple genders and gender ideologies and seeing 

what it is to be a man in a radically different manner.90 This begs the question whether and to 

what degree ‘masculinity’ is a Western and ethnocentric concept. How far can we generalise 

our ways of perceiving social phenomena such as gender? We should not claim that these 

ways are universal, for they have been shaped historically and ideologically to suit our 

Western thinking. As studies of other cultures have clearly shown, our concepts of 

masculinity may be suitable for explaining gendered phenomena in our culture but they are 

severely limited when applied as such to cultures other than ours.  
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3. On Fairy Tales 
t is difficult to imagine a culture without fairy tales—they hold a sway over people’s 

lives and inform a huge number of our cultural products and imagery from children’s 

bedtime books to action movies for adults. Scholarly interest in fairy tales has been 

long-standing and was established when folklore was made into an academic discipline 

during the eighteenth century. Though having a lengthy history behind it, it is by no means 

clear within fairy-tale studies what the most basic of terms, ‘fairy tale’, means. Sometimes it 

is used indiscriminately about any children’s books involving magic, so even some popular 

children’s novels are occasionally referred to as fairy tales. Sometimes it is used to denote 

any short text for children. The terms ‘folktale’ and ‘fairy tale’ are often used 

interchangeably, with ‘folktale’ emphasising the origins of the tale as an oral narrative. 

Originally, fairy tales were stories about fairies written by particular writers. Today, this 

meaning is lost—a fairy tale does not have to be about fairies (or not even necessarily about 

magic)—though, with respect to my thesis, it is important to keep in mind that the targets of 

analysis of my thesis, Yeats’ collections of fairy tales, do feature fairies in numerous stories. 

‘Fairy tale’ has come to denote a certain type of literature, a subgenre of folktales, and 

scholars taking different methodological starting points in studying them define the term 

according to what is most suitable for their particular analysis. Bottigheimer stresses plot 

structure in her definition that fairy tales are “generally brief narratives in simple language 

that detail a reversal of fortune, with a rags-to-riches plot that often culminates in a 

wedding.”91 Holbek bases his characterisation of fairy tales on differentiating them from, for 

example, legends by defining fairy tales as magic tales containing elements of the 

otherworldly, as “Zaubermärchen, i.e…. tales with ‘magical’ or ‘supernatural’ elements.”92 
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The historic-geographical approach, developed by Aarne and Thompson, divides folktales 

into tale types based on their narrative contents and structure of events, in which 

categorisation fairy tales fall between the numbers 300 and 749 in the list of possible tales.93 

Zipes prefers Moser’s definition of the fairy tale as  

a narrative work of fiction that is complete in itself, transmitted, and therefore 
conservative, and it contains typical figures, properties, situations, and aspects of 
action that serve the portrayal of how conflicts are solved on the basis of fixed 
moral notions94 
 

and agrees that fairy tales, in general, are very much about solving conflicts as well as 

providing a moral viewpoint to the issues it discusses. Taking into account other authors’ 

definitions cited above and though Moser’s three-line definition could also be used to 

classify some other formulaic genre apart from the fairy tale, in my view Moser’s 

classification allows enough space for including various types of fairy tale without restricting 

the definition to a strict characterisation based on a single thematic or structural element. 

          The term ‘literary fairy tale’ is often used to make a distinction between oral and 

written variations of a tale and to stress that a fairy tale originates from a particular writer not 

from collective ‘folk’. International variations of “Beauty and the Beast,” for example, can 

be said to follow the same episodic structure, where ‘monster as husband’ remains a 

structural constant but the monster itself can take the form of almost any beast in local 

variations and retellings of the tale—variations of detail are subordinate to the a stable deep 

structure of the tales. In his famous study, Propp created a ‘morphology’ of the fairy tale 

where he described the component parts of tales, which remain constant in variations of the 

same tale type, and studied the relationship of these parts to one another and to the tale as a 

whole.95 In spite of thematic variation between the same basic tale by different authors, the 
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structure elements are the same even when compared internationally. In the following 

sections of this chapter, I provide three influential approaches to the fairy tale—the 

psychological, the sociohistorical and the feminist—and consider what fruitful insights they 

offer into the study of the fairy tale and in what ways they are limited for their purpose . 

 

3.1. The Psychological Approach to Fairy Tales 
Over the course of the history of fairy-tale studies, the psychological approach to fairy tales 

has been perhaps the most influential, one of the most pervasive topics being the 

psychological impact fairy tales have on their readers, especially children. A number of 

varying theories on the psychological meaning and value of fairy tales frequently come up in 

discussions on the topic, but most start with the presupposition that the stories are “symbolic 

expressions of the human mind and emotional experience.”96 The attention of psychoanalysts 

studying fairy tales has focused on locating covert symbols, unconscious motifs and psychic 

mechanisms in the stories. The proponents of the view make the claim that the plots and 

motifs found in fairy tales are not representations of socio-historical reality but symbols of 

inner experience that reveal aspects of human nature and behaviour. To provide insight into 

the human mind the psychological approach to fairy tales requires symbolic interpretation for 

psychoanalysts, who employ fairy tales to diagnostically illustrate psychological theories.97 

          The psychological approach to fairy tales is usually associated with Freud, but it has 

roots in the nineteenth century, when growing nationalistic consciousness inspired European 

scholars and collectors to study folk tales, which were often treated as expressions of the soul 

or psyche of the folk. Above all, folk tales were to reveal the ‘psychology’ of the primitive 

people. An early ethnopsychologist, Wundt maintained right after the turn of the twentieth 
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century that the fairy tale is the oldest of all narrative forms and that it unveils fundamental 

aspects of the primitive mind.98 Later, Freud developed his theories of a more universal 

psychology than what ethnopsychologists had put forward and maintained that fairy tales 

employ a symbolic language that psychoanalysis can interpret to reveal the hidden content of 

the mind. Freud’s followers elaborated his theories. Riklin, for example, argued that fairy 

tales are a type of wish fulfilment that use dream symbolism to express repressed sexual 

desires,99 and Rank carried out research on fairy tales as adult projections of childhood 

fantasies.100 Furthermore, Jung’s model of analytic psychology was also applied to studying 

fairy tales at an early stage, its main premise being that the symbolic language of myths, 

dreams and fairy tales is composed of timeless symbolic forms, archetypes. More recently, 

Fromm conducted a psychological analysis of “Little Red Riding Hood” and identified the 

tale as revealing “the collective unconscious” in primitive society.101 He argues that, by 

reading the story from a psychoanalytical point of view, the story reveals adolescent 

confrontation with adult sexuality. However, the most popular as well as the most 

controversial psychoanalytic theorist of fairy tales has been Bruno Bettelheim, whose Uses of 

Enchantment has had an immense influence on fairy-tale studies. Bettelheim’s general 

premise is that, as fairy tales contribute a great deal to a child’s inner and psychological 

growth,102 fairy tales allow children to face their unconscious desires and fears as well as to 

safely overcome them. Engaging in a less rigid analysis of the hidden codes in “Little Red 

Riding Hood” than Fromm, Bettelheim claims that for children to lead a satisfactory and 

psychologically healthy life they must find “deeper meaning” in their lives. This, he says, 
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they achieve through literature,103 and fairy tales are the best medium to provide children with 

meaning in life for they carry important messages to the un- and preconscious mind.104 

          In general, psychologists agree that fairy tales play a significant and positive role in the 

psychological development of children, for it is through a symbolic understanding of the 

process of maturation narrated in fairy tales that children learn how to solve psychological 

conflicts and grow into new stages of human development.105 Despite its centrality to the field 

and its apparent uses, the psychological approach to studying fairy tales has been fiercely 

criticised, chiefly for its universalist views on the human mind, lack of attention paid to 

historical development and polarising accounts of masculinity and femininity. For example, 

Jung’s treatment of male and female archetypes has come under heavy critique by feminists 

who point out that his archetypes are in fact socio-cultural constructions, not timeless 

psychological truths. The same generalising thread runs through Fromm’s treatment of “Little 

Red Riding Hood” in particular and fairy tales in general, with the added flaw of viewing the 

fairy tale genre without recourse to historical development. Fromm claims to have penetrated 

into the core of the collective unconscious of a generalised ‘folk’, but he fails to see that the 

version of the tale that he bases his arguments on (in which the wolf is killed in the end) was 

not the version seventeenth- or eighteenth-century peasants knew. Subsequently, his 

interpretation of the symbolism in the tale, red riding hood as a symbol of menstruation and 

the bottle she carries as a symbol of virginity, for example, cannot reveal any meanings 

peasants would have necessarily read out of the tale because these symbols did not feature in 

the story until a later time.106 Fromm’s analysis fails because of his ignorance of historicity of 

fairy tales. The mental world he sets out to discover exists in his mind only, not in peasants’ 

unconscious. 
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          Despite his imaginative rendering of the tale’s psychological meaning, Bettelheim's 

discussion on “Little Red Riding Hood” and his psychological theories on fairy tales has 

stirred vociferous opposition. His critics note that Bettelheim treats fairy tales as “flattened 

out, like patients on a couch, in a timeless contemporaneity.”107 Bettelheim’s model of 

socialisation has been termed both repressive and sexist, his theories moralistic and his 

understanding of historicity is found lacking.108 Like Fromm, he overlooks the historical 

variants and development of tales and constructs universalised meanings without questioning 

the appropriateness of his conclusions in other cultures and times than ours. Though he is 

clearly aware of the folk origins of “Little Red Riding Hood,” one of his example cases in 

Uses of Enchantment, in peasant lore, Bettelheim nevertheless confesses that he bases his 

argumentation and analysis on Charles Perrault’s version, leaving earlier variants out of the 

discussion. His claim that “the story’s known history starts with Perrault” 109 has startled 

many who have shown that the origins of the tale date back to a considerably earlier time than 

Perrault’s. As Haase convincingly argues against Bettelheim’s universalist reading of fairy 

tales, the “general” “truths” Bettelheim finds in fairy tales turn out to be the values of 

nineteenth-century Europe.110 A great majority of those who interpret fairy tales 

psychoanalytically tend to hold firm beliefs that the stories they investigate are hundreds of 

years old (if not more), products of the Volksgeist or folk spirit, from which they may transfer 

psychological meaning. But as Zipes argues, it is the opposite that happens: modern 

psychologists tend to assign a great amount of meaning to the tales instead of decoding the  
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primordial meaning of the tales.111 

          One main reason why the psychological approach to fairy tales is often criticised is the 

lack of interest many psychoanalysts have in interdisciplinary research results, such as the 

advances achieved by scholars taking the sociohistorical approach. Ignoring the tales’ history 

leads to evening out of historical variation. Nevertheless, fairy tales should not be considered 

exclusively from a folkloric point of view either. Anti-symbolic, anti-psychological readings 

of folktales write off any insights the psychological approach may reveal.112 It is widely 

acknowledged that fairy tales are vital to the psychological development of children. But 

making sweeping generalisations on the psychology of the tales and their tellers out of thin air 

will not bring us any closer to understanding the tales. As Tatar writes,113 one field cannot 

overlook the results of another, and a synthetic approach to studying fairy tales yields more 

fruitful findings than a blind adherence to only one method. Though his universalist claims 

can be discounted, Bettelheim’s studies are still useful in that they reveal how adult and child 

readers might read the stories in the second half of the 20th century. 

 

3.2. The Sociohistorical Approach to Fairy Tales 

Because of their ‘magical’ appeal for children and adults over the past 500 years or so, fairy 

tales are often thought to have survived unchanged from their mythical conception until 

today. For some, there is only one ‘correct’ version of a given tale—that which they have 

grown up hearing and reading. That people hold on to the belief that it is their version which 

is the correct one demonstrates that they nevertheless acknowledge the existence of other 

variants of a tale they know. Many readers of the fairy tales which are in wide circulation 
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today would indeed be surprised to discover how radically other historical versions of the tale 

differ in their contents from contemporary variants of the same tale. The sociohistorical 

approach to fairy tales starts with the claim that fairy tales have evolved from oral narratives 

to a literary genre in the course of centuries undergoing changes both in their subject matter 

and target audience. An investigation into the cultural, social and historical conditions under 

which fairy tales were created reveals varying reasons for the importance of keeping fairy 

tales alive as a form of culture. It also sheds light on the changing social issues and concerns 

projected onto the fairy tale. As Angela Carter has it, fairy tales are not “unique one-offs”114 

but have evolved throughout history as they have been passed on from generation to 

generation and collector to collector. Numerous variants of the same basic tale have existed in 

changing social contexts and at different historical points. Nearly every element of a tale, 

from the names of the protagonists to the portrayal of the villain, seems to be subject to 

change.115 

          Probing into the historical development of the fairy tale genre, Zipes charts how 

shifting social contexts in Europe paved the way for the emergence of the literary fairy tale 

and how they influenced its various stages of development.116 He treats fairy tales as 

historical representations “that reveal the socio-political relations of a period in a symbolic 

manner” and proposes that fairy tales are, in part at least, social commentaries that express 

aspects of real experience of the past.117 Darnton, for example, has studied French fairy tales 

from this perspective and interpreted them as expressions of peasants’ real experiences.118 The 

literary fairy tale began to be separated from the oral story-telling tradition after the invention 

of the printing press and when literacy became more widespread in the fifteenth century, in 
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which process (lower-class) oral tales were appropriated by a different (upper) social class, 

and the form, contents, conception and audience of the tales were transformed; the form 

changed from oral to written; the contents were exposed to individual authors’ literary 

censorship and additions; the tales were composed at the author’s desk not improvised in a 

public gathering; and the audience became more upper-class. The oral folk tale was 

‘bourgeoisified’;119 that is, the tales were adapted to serve the interests and needs of new 

reading audiences. Distinctions were begun to be made between types of tales based on the 

suitability of the stories for certain occasions and social functions.120 Two Italian authors, 

Straparola and Basile, were the first to publish influential collections of literary fairy tales,121 

but it was in France, however, where the genre was institutionalised. French authors like 

Madame D’Aulnoy and Charles Perrault, among others, established a tradition which 

addressed issues of etiquette and correct behaviour through fairy tales as narrative structures. 

In fairy tales, then, social protocols of the French salon classes were acted out, though in 

many cases the codes of proper behaviour were also questioned. 

          As Zipes notes, almost every literary-historical account of the origins of the literary 

fairy tale for children concludes incorrectly that it was the publication of Charles Perrault’s 

Histoires ou contes du temps passé in 1697 that marked the beginning of writing fairy tales 

for children.122 Perrault did not write the stories with children in mind but, rather, his wish 

was to adapt folklore to the tastes of adult civilité. True, his tales became stock reading for  
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children, but this did not take place until in the course of the eighteenth century when his 

stories had been popularised. The publication of Perrault’s collection was an indication of a 

new but evolving institution in France of publishing authored fairy tales in literary form for a 

literate upper-class adult public but it did not mark any clear-cut, single beginning of the 

literary fairy tale for adults. Another reason for not considering Perrault’s 1697 work as the 

milepost for bringing about a new genre of literature is the fact that, in seventeenth-century 

France, there were a number of writers besides Perrault contributing to the formation of the 

genre. Most of them were aristocratic women who met in salons to play a kind of society 

game of telling stories to amuse each other, on the one hand, and to reflect on their roles in 

high society and to find alternative ways of being a woman in a male-dominated society, on 

the other.123 The female attendees also poked fun at classical literature and returned to more 

‘archaic’ forms of literature, such as fairy tales. A century later, a similar trend emerged in 

Germany.124 At this point, literary fairy tales were an adult concern, and interest in oral 

folktales had already almost completely died out.125 They reflected the dilemmas of a certain 

class of adults. It was only after the consolidation of the role of fairy tales as projections of 

expectations about proper and moral demeanour that the stories were gradually changed to 

inculcate patriarchal morals for children. In addition, another, a more large-scale change in 

society—the development of the concepts of ‘child’ and ‘childhood’—influenced the shift 

from writing fairy tales solely for adults to targeting them expressly for children. 

          Up until the seventeenth century, children were not considered a class of their own or 

to have special needs. They were ‘little adults’, an integral part of adult society without an 
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established system of education or books written for them.126 During the eighteenth century, 

polarisation between children and adults began to take place, creating new notions such as 

children’s clothing, games and schooling. As a consequence, when it came to be widely 

recognised that children are a special group who must be directly addressed through 

literature to idealistically “prepare them for roles which… they should play in society,”127 

fairy tales were begun to be written for children. The tales were to guide boys and girls 

towards ideal roles and forms of social behaviour, in which process the internalisation of 

correct forms of masculinity and femininity played a crucial role. In this process, the concept 

of the ideal child took form. Tatar argues that, from its dawn on,  children’s literature has 

advocated a discipline that reproaches idleness and reprimands disobedience, which has 

constructed the ideal child as ‘the docile child’ who does exactly what authorities, most often 

parents, tell them to do.128 It can be argued that both in fairy tales and in real life elements of 

the ideal of the docile child have been extended to the ideal woman—passivity and docility 

being heroines’ applauded qualities—which partly justifies the treating of women as not 

fully grown-up human beings but somehow likening them to children. 

          A central function children served within the family circle in their relationships with 

adults was that they were seen as a source of amusement for grown-ups. As the concept of 

‘child’ came to be separated from the concept of ‘adult’, people in the public sphere, most 

notably the clergy and other pedagogues, became concerned about the moral and spiritual 

development of children, and they sought to steer children towards ‘correct’ forms of 

adulthood.129 The means to achieve their aim were education, discipline and books. Unlike 

the amusement perspective on children, the educational perspective created a demand for the 
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first time for children’s books, in which amusement and education interplay. Writers of 

children’s books swiftly and conscientiously took up the idea of the prescriptive and 

instructive function of children’s literature. Collectors and composers of fairy tales were 

integrated into this movement, among them for example the brothers Grimm, who were “a 

perfect pair to stamp the fairy-tale genre with the imprint of the Protestant ethic.”130 Keeping 

in with the ideal of the docile child, cautionary tales which repeatedly single out curiosity 

and stubbornness for punishment became the most explicitly didactic of all children’s stories 

to spell out the dire consequences of deviant conduct.131 

          When children became the preferred audience of literary fairy tales, the social function 

of the genre shifted. The tales were now to instruct with a degree of amusement, and children 

of the upper classes heard and read tales in the home. Later, the volumes of tales reached the 

bedrooms of the middle classes. Discussing a 1756 French version of “Beauty and the 

Beast,” Zipes notes that fairy tales for children from that early period already convey the 

message that boys were to be treated differently from girls. The fairy tale for children can be 

said to have taken a distinctive form by 1730s, and different expectations for the sexes were 

mapped onto the genre right from the start.132 Further, Zipes identifies six key features, or 

framing conditions, of the institutionalisation of the fairy tale for children: 

1. The social function of the fairy tale must be didactic and teach a lesson that 
corroborates the code of civility as it was being developed in the 18th century. 

2. The tale must be short so that children can remember and memorise it and so that both 
adults and children can repeat it orally. 

3. It must pass the censorship of adults so that it can be easily circulated. 
4. It must address social issues such as obligation, sex roles, class differences, power 

and decorum so that it will appeal to adults, especially those who publish and 
publicise the tales. 

5. It must be suitable to be used with children in a schooling situation 
6. It must reinforce a notion of power within the children of the upper classes and 

suggest ways for them to maintain power.133 
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These conditions still inform the institutionalised creation and distribution of fairy tales today. 

The didactic function in the form of carrying a moral is obvious in popular collections that are 

mass-circulated. Children have no power over deciding which tales are passed through adult 

censorship. What social issues fairy tales address and the manner in which these social issues 

are discussed in fairy tales must gain grown-ups’ acceptance. Last, Western fairy tales also 

promote structures of power which benefit a certain class of people—white, male, 

heterosexual—while restricting others’ access to power. The feminist approach to fairy tales 

has critically explored many of the elemental issues pertaining to the fairy-tale genre—such 

as gender and power—which have otherwise been largely neglected or to which only 

superfluous attention has been paid. In the next chapter, I demonstrate how feminist theories 

have been employed to study the fairy tale and how the understanding of gender relations is 

essential to the understanding of fairy tales. 

 

3.3. Feminist criticism of fairy tales 

Feminist theory about fairy tales is a critique of patriarchal literature and cultural practices in 

Western societies.134 The number of studies focussing on gender issues in fairy tales has been 

increasing ever since the early 1970s as a consequence of the rise of the feminist movement. 

Feminist research has mainly concentrated on analysing the gendered structure of fairy tales 

and the representations of women and femininity. Men and the masculinities that are 

produced in fairy tales have been the starting point for analysis less often. Numerous scholars  

                                                
134 Feminist interest in fairy tales can be said to be divided into two main branches; first, feminists have rewritten 
canonical tales so that the rewritten tales feature positive female (and male) figures in a more gender-equal 
world; second, feminist critique of popular tales has concentrated on exposing male bias both in the tales as well 
as in research methods used in studying fairy tales. Some have criticised the collecting and research methods 
concerning fairy tales and, for example, men’s dominant position as editors of fairy tale collections and the 
relegation of women to tellers of tales which men record. Others have pointed out a sexist slant in research 
practices, such as in how the system for classifying fairy tales is constructed in the Aarne/Thompson motif index 
where humans in general are represented by men whereas women are first and foremost considered wives. 
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have shown that the values and principles of moral Christianity in fairy tales are oriented 

towards male hegemony and patriarchalism and, subsequently, critical attention has mostly 

been paid to sexism and portrayals of women. Ruth B. Bottigheimer and Maria Tatar, for 

example, have levelled extensive and well-founded criticism at canonical tales and shown that 

the inherent sexism built into popular fairy tales, such as the Grimms’ collections, is not only 

blatant but that the misogyny is often deliberate. In the case of the Grimms, it was Wilhelm 

Grimm’s conscious intent as editor.135 What is noteworthy, however, as Zipes notes, is that 

there have curiously been very few studies on male heroes, stereotypes and role 

expectations.136 A reason for this would appear to be that it is feminists, politically interested 

in exposing the harsh conditions of fairy-tale women, who have brought up questions of 

gender in fairy tales. Feminists’ justified attention on the stereotypical and oppressive 

representation of fairy-tale women has, however, left limited space for discussion on men and 

masculinities. This would not necessarily have to be the case, if male studies scholars would 

supplement the feminist body of knowledge on female characters and roles in fairy tales with 

studies centring on issues of men and masculinities. Men’s studies is not a novelty among 

scholarly fields of research for it has been in existence since the late 1960s when it was born 

as a response to and a part of feminism. However, despite the growing interest in critical 

studies on men, the want of studies on male characters in fairy tales is reflective of views held 

both within academia and in society in general that men do not often merit research from a 

gender point of view. 

          From the beginning of the 1970s on, feminist discussion began to concentrate on the 

social and cultural influence fairy tales exerted on children who listened to them. The Oxford 

Companion to Fairy Tales defines the concerns of feminist fairy tales criticism as primarily 

including 
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         canonical tales, issues of gender, voice, and power in these tales, their impact on   
          socialization and acculturation, as well as broader social issues like women’s  
          access to public discourse, the representation of women in literature and  
          scholarship, and women’s contribution to the fairy-tale tradition.137 
 
Early feminist critics of fairy tales, like Marcia Lieberman, contradicted and rejected the idea 

that fairy tales are ‘universal stories’. Instead, they argued that fairy tales acculturate girls to 

think that being passive, placid, and morbid, along with having a beautiful face and frame, are 

the best possible qualities a girl can possess. Popular, canonical fairy tales, which Lieberman 

criticises for being restrictive and patriarchal, have a weighty impact on girls’ expectations for 

their role in life, for children learn from fairy tales behavioural and associational patterns as 

well as value systems which shape their understanding of events in real life. The often 

predictably repetitive structure and recurring themes enable children to learn to predict the 

consequences of specific acts or circumstances.138 These consequences depend heavily on the 

sex of the character, for classic fairy tales are situated in worlds in which men and women and 

their roles are starkly contrasted. Consequently, fairy-tale masculinity derives a great deal of 

its substance from the opposition it makes to femininity. Zipes remarks that  

the male hero learns to be active, competitive, handsome, industrious, cunning, 
acquisitive. His goal is money, power, and a woman… His jurisdiction is the 
open world. His happiness depends on the just use of power. The female hero 
learns to be passive, obedient, self-sacrificing, hard-working, patient, and 
straight-laced. Her goal is wealth, jewels, and a man to protect her property rights. 
Her jurisdiction is the home or castle. Her happiness depends on conformity to 
patriarchal rule.139 

 

The female hero contrasts with many essential aspects of the male, her other valuable  

assets being beauty, innocence, and meekness. Most tales are bent on rigidly attributing 

opposing virtues to boys and girls, and by doing so they guide children towards ‘ideal’ 

masculinity and femininity. For a young boy in fairy tales, a cunning mind apt at completing 

                                                
137 The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales, ibid. 
138 Lieberman, Marcia K., ‘‘Some Day My Prince Will Come’: Female Acculturation through the Fairy Tale’ ed. 
Jack Zipes Don’t Bet on the Prince: Contemporary Feminist Fairy Tales in North America and England  
(Aldershot : Scolar Press, 1986) 187. 
139 Zipes, Jack, Fairy Tales and the Art of Subversion, 57. 
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daredevil quests pave the way for a successful life. Even though princes and other 

marriageable heroes are often described as handsome, male beauty is secondary to men’s 

other qualities, such as wit and resourcefulness. Lüthi recounts a very small number of folk 

stories in which the prince is so good-looking that a far-away princess simply has no other 

choice but to travel a great distance to marry him, no matter what it takes.140 However, the 

male hero’s actions are always much, much more central than his looks, which Lüthi does not 

beat about the bush to acknowledge. Less attractive women have come to be associated with 

evil and inadequacy, whereas the want of handsomeness in men has not been an overt sign of 

failure. 

          For a young girl, the surest way to achieve happiness involves participating and doing 

well in what Lieberman calls ‘the beauty contest’: beautiful girls are never ignored in fairy 

tales but they are singled out for rewards because their beauty is recognised by a prince or 

prince-to-be.141 Though beauty is usually beneficial to the heroine and it may be seen as a 

(very limited) type of female power, beauty and passivity go hand in hand—the helpless and 

imprisoned maiden, the damsel in distress, is the most classic female figure in fairy tales. 

Female protagonists are often put through tremendous hardships before being granted a 

reward, usually marriage, in the end, though a forced or unwanted marriage can also act as a 

punishment for stubborn girls. Liebermann points out that fairy tales often convey the 

message that the victimised girl is also the interesting girl, that it is always the special girl 

who is in trouble.142 Subsequently, it is through suffering and self-abandonment that girls are 

encouraged to achieve happiness as a reward for acquiescing to the prescribed role of the 

passively pretty heroine, meekly waiting to be collected by a prince who will tie the knot with 

her. Suffering does not spell vanity, however, since both girls and boys have to toil for their 
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prizes, and vanity, along with pride, are grave cardinal sins for women in folktales. Relating 

to the differing roles heroes and heroines have, there is a relatively clear division of labour in 

fairy tales. When heroines have to endure hard labour and complete tasks to escape a grim 

fate and achieve rewards, they are most likely set in a domestic context and include everyday 

household chores such as cleaning, sweeping and spinning, whereas boys normally undertake 

tasks in the outside world requiring superhuman qualities like building a castle overnight.143  

          Masculinity and femininity in fairy tales are, then, greatly constructed in stark 

opposition to one another, through attributing complementary roles, qualities, and morals for 

male and female protagonists. With a heavy emphasis on conservative family politics, it is no 

surprise that the familiar ending for the stories is marriage. Fairy tales regularly conclude with 

marriage, which is celebrated as the high point of the story, emphasising to the reader the 

importance of compulsory heterosexuality in becoming a real man or women. The wandering 

protagonist leaves home to reconstitute it. The reconstituted home is not necessarily the same 

which heroes of both sex leave behind in the beginning, for marriage moves at least one 

character from one family to another. By insisting that marriage is announced by the end, a 

majority of fairy tales present matrimony as a natural conclusion, the happy ending, and 

wedlock, a union of two complementary parties, man and woman, reinforces the belief that 

the sexes are fundamentally different. When an active prince has completed the set quests, the 

usual award, the prize for daring deeds, is the hand of the princess. Passive princesses are 

usually rewards for courageous princes, who not only receive a companion on getting married 

but power as well, for the princess usually comes with a deal involving half a kingdom. Poor 

boys get married because they are brave and valiant; poor girls because they are seen and 

often rescued. 

          Karen Rowe turns a critical eye at the restrictive and prescriptive social roles fairy tales 
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offer women and at how fairy tales promote ‘alluring fantasies’ where punishment and reward 

feature prominently: girls can expect to gain wealth and status by marriage, their ultimate 

goal, through passivity, beauty and helplessness.144 By making female subordination 

romantically desirable and even inescapable, fairy tales help maintain patriarchal status quo. 

Girls in fairy tales lack the ability for independent and self-assertive action, relying on others 

for rescue and binding themselves to male figures: first to the father and then to the prince. 

Fairy tales punish acts of feminine force and power and demonstrate that troublesome non-

conformity is not tolerated; self-aware, aggressive and powerful women who do not settle for 

the role of the passive heroine are either ostracised or killed. Rowe states that because the 

stories condemn feminine self-expression, readers readily identify with the beautiful and 

passive heroine whose compliance to patriarchal roles makes safe her future of living ‘happily 

ever after’. Her solution is to “revisualize those paradigms which shape our romantic 

expectations“145 and to read in modern tales, against the dominating patriarchal grain, the 

lingering voice of matriarchal origins of the tales.146 Also other feminist scholars have 

investigated the patriarchal appropriation of tales which centre on positive female plots. The 

origins of now popular fairy tales in ancient matriarchal myths and tales have been traced for 

example by Heide Göttner-Abendroth.147 Her main claim is that the patriarchalisation of 

matrilineal tales started to take place as matriarchal societies withered, which led to replacing 

matriarchal elements of oral stories with patriarchal ones. According to her, these changes 

included the demonisation of the goddess, the transformation of the main heroine into a hero 

and the degradation of female ritualistic symbols.148 As folktales were turned into storybooks, 
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negative portrayals of male figures, such as in folk tales featuring a father with incestuous 

feelings towards his daughter, came to be played down at the expense of the mother whose 

culpricity was magnified by portraying her as envious and ugly.149 

          As numerous scholars have shown, diligence, obedience and self-sacrifice are women’s 

most admirable traits in classic tales with a female protagonist. The male is her reward for 

acquiescing to patriarchal role expectations. The male arrives at the scene to govern, to take 

over and to control her future. Regretting the lack of studies on male protagonists in fairy 

tales, Zipes engages in analysing the male heroes in the Grimms’ ‘bourgeoisified’ tales and 

postulates how male characters could be understood in the genre more generally. He sets out 

by outlining Adorno and Horkheimer’s philosophical examination of Odysseus as the 

prototype of the bourgeois Enlightened individual and continues by adapting their theory to 

the fairy tale genre.150 The most central theme in Adorno and Horkheimer’s analysis is the 

hero’s battle on and towards home from a ‘journey’.151 Home can be seen as a physical space 

as well as the balanced undisrupted state of affairs that appears to be the norm. Fighting his 

way back from a journey which is the measure of his masculine self, the hero demonstrates 

qualities he needs to succeed in self-mastery and to retain control over nature within (feelings) 

and nature without (forces of nature): reason, cunning and deceit. The meaningful world is 

the accomplishment of calculative action and reason, but on the outskirts of that world—at 

sea, in forests, on mountains—persists unruly nature, which the hero is always physically too 

weak to conquer but can get the upper hand on through the use of rational cunning and deceit. 

Though the hero challenges the irrational to make his own rationality seen and obvious, he 

toys with the irrational only as much as he can to keep safe, and it is cunning that covers over 

the gap between the rational and the irrational.152 Odysseus’ journey is filled with risks, but 
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where there is danger salvation also grows; the trials that the hero successfully endures 

validate his manhood. The hero is most concerned with his own interests and self-

preservation—the welfare of the community is secondary. In the beginning, the bourgeois 

hero leaves home and learns to employ cunning to avoid being destroyed by nature and chaos. 

On his journey, the hero is solitary, meeting other men only “in an alienated form,” as 

enemies or for support but “always as tools, as things.”153 Others serve to further his self-

affirmation. The hero’s feelings often contradict his reason and as reason is the basis of his 

selfhood, it is feelings that he smothers—Odysseus beats his chest wildly to quieten his heart 

to let reason control his actions. This constant dismissal of feelings and intuition as not part of 

his masculine self alienates the hero from himself. Consequently, a stranger to himself, this 

rejection “is almost always the destruction of the subject in whose service it is undertaken.”154 

          To a large extent, Odysseus, alienated, emerges victorious because he deceives others 

for his own ends—he does not work together with the characters he meets for common good. 

Words are his primary means of deception. If used adroitly enough, cunning and the deft use 

of words secure the hero domination over nature, at least so that he makes his escape out of 

one perilous setting to the next to prove his manhood again and again.155 The hero employs 

reason as an instrument to eliminate magic and establish male governance that appears to be 

home.156 As regards Odysseus, the journey for self-preservation entails adventures that 

demonstrate how the hero uses his wits and reason as well as industriousness and valour to 

successfully acquire a fortune. The manner in which the hero solves conflicts is calculated to 

serve the interests of male hegemony.157 In contrast to male heroes, who demonstrate verbal 

competency and are able to brandish words and their wits as weapons, female heroines must 
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exhibit silence and patience to survive and marry. In case the quest for self-preservation and 

self-advancement through the use of reason fails, as with those in the Odyssey who taste the 

lotus and succumb to a primitive state, men are choked by untamed forces of nature.158  

 

4. Masculinity in Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry 
and Irish Fairy Tales 

s I elaborated in Chapter 3, the significance of fairy (and folk) tales can fully 

be grasped only when issues of gender are thoroughly examined. Furthermore, 

masculinity cannot be understood comprehensively without studying it in 

relation to femininity, discourse and power. The claims hold true in view of the material of 

my thesis, for I argue in this chapter that the constructions of masculinity are a fundamental 

concern in the narratives in Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry (FFT) and Irish Fairy 

Tales (IFT). The variety of men who appear in the tales is conspicuous—millers, weavers, 

farmers, priests, princes, kings, vagabonds, fathers, sons, surrogate fathers, youngsters, 

elderly and other men feature in large numbers in the two collections, moulding a spectrum of 

masculinities, within a discourse located in late-19th-century Ireland, that are both congruent 

with and contradictory to one another. 

          In the tales, masculinity is built through three human relations: 1) through one’s relation 

to oneself, 2) through the relation to members of the other sex, and 3) through the relation to 

members of the same sex. In this chapter, I devote separate sections to the two last relations 

and include discussion on the first into these sections when necessary. Also, the masculinity 

of fairy tale men is shaped by its relation to larger social power structures and conventions 

depicted, often covertly, in the tales. In general, cultural masculinity is shaped and re-enacted 

in ordinary, everyday contexts, and whenever male characters are present in the stories, 
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representations of masculinity, whether of ideal or non-hegemonic kind, are produced and 

reproduced. Central devices to construct masculinity in fairy tales in general include the  

setting of boundaries by way of reward and punishment, inclusion and exclusion of qualities 

as well as promoting certain actions as desirable. These devices take up a substantial amount 

of space in the eighty-two fairy tales which the two collections by Yeats contain. 

          Next, in Chapter 4.1, I turn my attention to how masculinity is produced through its 

relation to femininity in the two collections. Chapter 4.2 illustrates in what ways male-male 

relationships, for their part, mould the fairy-tale masculinity in the anthologies and what types 

of masculinities are generated by men’s homosocial bonds. In Chapter 4.3, I discuss what 

roles cunning, deceit and language play in the construction of masculinities in FFT and IFT 

and how they interact. 

4.1. Masculinity as Non-femininity 

4.1.1. The masculinity of FFT and IFT 

In Chapter 2.2, I pointed out that one of the most fundamental ways how masculinity is 

understood and defined in society is to think of it in relation to femininity. It is then 

appropriate to begin to discuss how masculinities are constructed in FFT and IFT by 

considering how fairy-tale masculinities are brought about and shaped by their relationship to 

the femininity created in the stories. The division of people into two separate categories of 

humanity, into men and women, is the one most dominating aspect of the discourse on gender 

in FFT and IFT. The ascribing of either one (and only one) or the other sex to protagonists is 

extremely pressing in the opening paragraphs of many a tale, expressed either by referring to 

the characters by he or she, by their names or by clarifying whether they are men or women 

by other linguistic means. This seems to be a very basic universal human need. Uncertainty 

about a character’s sex is very rare. Where there is a level of confusion about it, as for 
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example at the beginning of ‘The Pudding Bewitched’, there is also comic relief: ‘The 

Pudding Bewitched’ commences with the narrator specifying the context and the characters of 

the tale by reciting that 

“Moll Roe Rafferty was the son—daughter I mane [mean]—of ould Jack Rafferty… 
Now, ould Jack Rafferty had two sons, Paddy and Molly—hut! what are you all 
laughing at?—I mane a son and a daughter, and it was generally believed among the 
neighbours that they were brother and sister… (166) 
 

Here, the narrator deliberately mistakes Moll for a boy to bring about comic effect, which 

provokes laughter from the inscribed audience. The issue is not raised a second time later on 

in the tale, making it only a cursory digression into blurring the biological border between the 

sexes. Despite research results showing that the division of men and women by their 

biological sex in agrarian societies was perhaps not as ordered as nowadays or, at least, not 

regimented in a way that it is today,159 the blurring of the strict biological boundary between 

men and women is such a difficult a matter that the only device within the discourse of FFT 

and IFT to deal with the issue is comedy. 

          In her study, Göttner-Abendroth shows how matriarchal folklore tradition in Ireland 

among other countries was appropriated to reflect male hegemony and how point of view in 

parts of Irish folklore has been shifted from matriarchal to patriarchal over the course of 

centuries.160 A great amount of folklore, from birth myths to tales detailing everyday 

phenomena, was patriarchalised to reflect the interests of the powerful classes of men. 

However, as interesting as it would be to probe deeper into Irish folklore and study the origins 

of the tales in FFT and IFT in more detail, it remains a matter for another study to show how 

the patriarchal appropriation of matriarchal folklore has transformed the predecessors of the 

material of my thesis and how strongly Irish fairy and folk tales in general support the 

arguments that I put forward in this thesis.  
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          Though the art of oral story-telling is ascribed both to men and women,161 men are in 

the overwhelming majority among collectors of and as narrative voices in canonical folk tales 

in Ireland and in other countries. In FFT and IFT, of the sixty-four sources on which Yeats 

drew in preparing his anthologies only nine are women. Though Yeats’ use of a small number 

of female authors as sources is not in itself an indication of male bias of FFT and IFT, it 

nonetheless suggests that the foundation of the collections is built on material derived from 

male authors.162 The choices these authors made in selecting the material for publishing and 

the ways in which they edited the material have affected how the tales are perceived by the 

reading audience. However, a close reading of the tales reveals that one major impact of the 

editorial choices Yeats made during the preparatory phases is that the stories strongly promote 

men’s interests over women’s; in tales in which Yeats chose not to cut off the narrator’s 

intervening commentary, narrators are exclusively male, like Thomas the narrator in ‘How 

Thomas Connolly Met the Banshee’; in the other stories, the implied narrator nearly 

invariably appears to be male, like in ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’;163 male protagonists are in 

the majority and more significant to the development of the events in most of the stories; male 

themes, such as violent battling and the acquiring of wealth, rather than female are taken up in 

the tales; and, in general, male hegemony and patriarchalism are celebrated. 

 

                                                
161 However, male and female storytellers are not on a equal footing, at least in popular imagery, for female 
storytelling tends to connote negative aspects of telling tales, such as gossiping or reciting ‘old wives’ tales’, 
whereas male storytelling, in society in general, can be said to be usually considered more valuable and 
trustworthy. However, this may also be a matter of genre; Sappho’s poetry was and is preserved, and lyrical 
poetry and, later, confessional writing was a suitable genre for women. 
162 Only one major 19th-century Irish folklore/fairy tale collection, Lady Wilde’s Ancient Legends, Mystic 
Charms, and Superstitions (1887), was compiled by a woman. Other famous anthologies, all by men, include 
Crofton T. Croker’s Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South of Ireland (1825), William Carleton’s Traits and 
Stories of the Irish Peasantry (1830/33), Samuel Lover’s Legends and Stories of Ireland (1831/34) and Gerald 
Griffin’s Tales of the Jury Room (1834). 
163 With the exception of ‘The Horned Women’, from Lady Wilde’s Ancient Legends, where the sex of the 
implied narrator is more female than in the other stories. 
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4.1.2. The Antagonistic Complementarity of Masculinity and Femininity 

In Chapter 3.3 I drew attention to feminist criticism levelled at male and female characters’ 

role expectations and patterns of behaviour in fairy tales as well as at how and for what 

reasons fairy-tale men/boys and women/girls are rewarded and punished. The main 

conclusion was that men and women are thought to exhibit sex-specific, complementary traits 

and that they are expected to act differently to achieve happiness. Fairy tales, it was argued, 

are prime examples of attributing contrasting qualities to boys and girls.  

          The path to a happy state of affairs in FFT and IFT is indeed a two-forked one—men 

gain social rewards roughly through one set of qualities and actions, women through another. 

The roles, behavioural patters and traits encouraged in men differ significantly from those 

demanded from women. The tales in FFT and IFT convey in numerous ways and through 

copious devices the message that men and women are in a complementary relationship to one 

another and that, though heterosexual love and affection is a recurrent and major theme, there 

nevertheless runs a deep antagonism between the sexes. Like the queen in ‘The Story of 

Conn-eda’, who is “the great counterpart of the king in every respect; for whatever good 

qualification was wanting in the one, the other was certain to indemnify the omission” (275-

6), men and women in the two anthologies complement each other through their shared 

difference to one another. 

          First of all, the standard course of action for men who are to become successful 

involves, by hook or by crook, outfoxing opponents who block the protagonist’s road to 

glory. In ‘The Giant’s Stairs’, the only son of a “mighty worthy couple” is stolen by and made 

page to giant Mahon MacMahon (237-40). A blacksmith named Robin sets out to save the 

boy, having dreamt that the stolen boy offers a great reward to whoever helps him escape. 

Despite his suit of armour “clank[ing] fearfully at every step” (240) and him being terrified, 

Robin suppresses his fears, boldly ventures forth into the giant’s abode “with a strong hand 
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and stout heart,” (239) outwits the giant, spots and brings the kidnapped boy home and 

receives his promised reward. In ‘Donald and his Neighbours’, Donald the farmer survives his 

envious neighbours’ attempts to do away with him by turning their deadly tricks back at them 

(270-2). While the bungling neighbours manage to cause serious harm to no others than 

themselves, Donald cunningly exploits their pranks for his ends to further his own material 

well-being. The humorous but gallantly smart weaver of ‘The Little Weaver of Duleek Gate’ 

stuns the dragon that threatens the kingdom by forcing it to smash into the wall of the king’s 

castle (372-80). In ‘Owney and Owney-na-peak’, Owney eavesdrops on a congregation of 

supernatural cats and learns that special water from a certain well will cure the blind king’s 

eyesight. Accordingly, Owney acquires a bottle of the liquid, helps the king regain vision and 

finds out the right answers to the king’s daughter’s riddles, which serve as the acid test to 

determine whether he is worthy of marrying her (356-66). During his journey, Lawrence, the 

man who never knew fear, in the story of that name, encounters diabolically wicked creatures 

such as a head-without-body, black rams, bulls and stallions, from the claws of all of which 

he manages to escape unhurt thanks to his brave mind and quick wit (344-349). In the tales 

included in FFT and IFT and ending with the triumph of the male protagonist, it can be 

argued, there runs a very strong tendency to stress the male hero’s activeness, competitiveness 

and cunning to be able to carry out the set quests. On the other hand, as is the case with fairy 

tales in general, there is usually a pinch of luck and/or magical assistance involved along the 

hero’s journey to victory, but this magic is dispelled by the end, especially in those tales that 

can be categorised as fairy tales in the classic sense. What is a significant aspect of many a 

tale is the fact how the man of desirable masculinity knows or learns how to use both natural 

and supernatural help to further his own objectives, like Conn-eda in ‘The Story of Conn-eda’ 

who uses a number of magical instruments to enter an underwater city without getting fatally 

injured. 
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          For women desiring to improve their lot in FFT and IFT, it is quite a different story. 

Some female characters can be viewed as being in control of their lives (in part at least), such 

as the mistress in ‘The Demon Cat’ who exorcises a devil-as-cat and Oonagh in ‘A Legend of 

Knockmany’. However, they are few and far between. The most likely way for women to 

make it a happy life for themselves is to be pretty, for female beauty never remains unnoticed. 

This is evident, for example, in ‘The Lazy Beauty and Her Aunts’, which is a tale about Anty, 

who is “as handsome as the day” and who is swished away by a prince on hearing her mother 

exaggerate her spinning skills (260). Three fairies help Anty spin stupefying amounts of flax 

to meet the queen’s demands, but owing to years and years of spinning they have developed 

deformations that spoil their looks. In spite of the prince’s initial fascination with Anty’s 

supposed spinning expertise, in the end he specifically prohibits her from even touching the 

wheel ever again, for he learns the cause of the fairies’ deformations and wants to preserve 

Anty’s beauty so that she remains pretty to please him. The message the tale conveys is that 

her beauty is her number one quality, more important than her extraordinary (though 

imaginary) flair for spinning. In ‘The Haughty Princess’, a variation of the King Thrushbeard 

theme164, the princess refuses to marry any of the numerous suitors and pokes fun at their 

looks, enraging the king her father, who sends her off to do menial work until a series of 

painful hardships breaks her self-determination and she agrees to marry King Whiskers, the 

most agreeable of the suitors. This “all was to drive your pride out of you” (265), says her 

husband-to-be, who notices her beauty, which is the reason why he chooses her. Ugliness is a 

sure indication of other negative qualities such as being a witch (‘Bewitched Butter [Queen’s 

County]’) or having a bad temper (‘The Little Weaver of Duleek Gate’). Female self-

determination and female characters’ attempts to advance in their lives lead to trouble, as this 

would upset male hegemony and hierarchical power structures of the fairy tale world. 

                                                
164 Type 900 in Aarne and Thompson’s tale type classification, the King Thrushbeard variants deal with taming a 
shrewish wife. 
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          The cruel treatment of the haughty princess by the various men she encounters serves as 

a fine example of men’s general attitude to women in FFT and IFT—not in the sense that all 

men would repetitively coerce all women to suffer overtly brutal physical exploitation, but 

rather in the more covert sense that men habitually express their superiority to and rule over 

women. By way of example, Jamie in ‘Jamie Freel and the Young Lady’, who is “awa’ to the 

castle to seek [his] fortune” (52), considers himself superior to the will of his mother. 

However, violent persecution of deviant women is one medium through which the patriarchal 

status quo is consolidated and the masculinity of the persecutor defended. This is most 

notable in the witch stories, perhaps because witches were a class of deviant women, who 

men of hegemonic masculinity viewed with apprehension as witches might beget chaos 

through their unorthodox behaviour within the ordered sphere of the rational masculine power 

structures. In ‘The Witch Hare’, a hunter seriously wounds a curious looking hare that turns 

out to be a witch-y old woman. Even after it is revealed that the hare is human, the story in no 

way expresses any regret that the hunter shot the hare/woman (141). In violently pursuing the 

feminine hare, the prey that is at his mercy and unable to escape his sight, the masculine 

hunter asserts his masculinity as active, vital and potent through the act of hunting. Again in 

‘Bewitched Butter (Queen’s County)’, men ambush a witch-as-hare, who is held responsible 

for contaminating the men’s cows’ milk. Without much evidence except a sense of foreboding 

about the woman, they injure her fatally and do nothing but watch over her as she screams in 

excruciating death throes before dying (142-9). These two stories spell out that the destiny of 

a witch, as whom practically any women suspected of anything suspicious could be labelled, 

is to die by a man’s hand as a warning about what happens to deviant or ‘bad’ women who 

threaten male authority and property. In the latter story, the killing of the witch is the high 

point of the tale, after which “Brian and his friend returned home” (149), in a matter-of-fact 

style showing no burst of emotions after their kill. In spite of the fact that men actually kill 
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women in some stories, a majority of men in the tales have much more amorous intentions as 

regards women. Such a large number of the tales is concerned with courtship and marriage 

that there is no doubt that an essential part of fairy-tale masculinity is the emotional and 

heterosexual need of women. Though men pour their romantic expectations on women, the 

ways in which male characters relate to female ones intricately reveal misogynistic 

judgements on women.  

           ‘The Lady of Gollerus’ illustrates well how men relate to women in FFT and IFT in the 

context of courtship and marriage. Dick Fitzgerald, the appropriately named protagonist, 

smokes his pipe in the village harbour and laments that he has no wife, only “the child of 

one’s own voice, the echo,” for a companion (328). He complains that he is incomplete 

without a wife, “no more than… a left leg of a scissors…or any other matter that is no ways 

complete.” Conveniently, Dick notices a “beautiful young” merrow, or sea fairy, at the 

waterline combing her hair.165 Here, Dick is the subject, the merrow the object. With thoughts 

of making her his wife racing in his head, he instantly grabs the nameless merrow’s cap 

because he knows that without the cap she is unable to return to her underwater kingdom and 

must remain on land with him. Speechless, “the dumb thing,” the “bold child” starts to shed 

“doubly salt[y] tears” owing to her losing the cap and because she fears that Dick will eat her 

like any fish (328-9). Though Dick “knew well enough what she was crying for” and is said to 

have “a mighty tender heart” (329), he is nevertheless “determined to keep the cohuleen 

driuth [red cap], let her cry never so much, to see what luck would come out of it.”  

          The reason for his stealing the cap, that he has matrimonial designs on her, is made 

obvious here. He imprisons her for the utterly selfish motive that his masculinity is not 

consummate and she would be the medium through which he can correct this. Right from the 

                                                
 
165 Yeats comments on merrows that ”their women are beautiful, for all their fish tails and the little duck-like 
scale between their fingers. Sometimes they prefer, small blame to them, good-looking fishermen to their sea 
lovers” (60). 
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moment he sees her, he considers her his own, his possession—he calls her “my darling,” “my 

pet,” “my jewel”—though he launches into a gentlemanly courting ritual, which downplays 

the un(gentle)manly theft. Though Dick minimises his culpricity through speech, it is a 

constant pattern in fairy tales that male heroes triumph by theft and deception, aided by the 

deft use of words. When she asks him, “Man… what will you do with me if you won’t eat 

me?,” she too seems to have internalised and consented to her position as an object to him; in 

the scene, she makes no effort whatsoever to attempt to escape or obtain her cap back. In fact, 

she does not even verbally protest Dick’s behaviour. Her answer to losing her vital possession 

is the stereotypically feminine one—she starts to cry instead of actively trying to improve her 

condition. When Dick tries to make conversation with her, he does not succeed until he 

squeezes her hand in his. He reasons that, since she utters no words, she either cannot speak 

or does not understand his man-made language. He never considers the option that she 

actively refuses to speak with him, her situation stranded on the beach being as gloomy as it 

is. He, the actor, rejects the possibility of also her being a self-determined subject, whereas 

the tale tells on a number of occasions that he himself is “determined” to act according to his 

will. 

          What does “[make] her conversant with him,” we find, is body language, “the universal 

language,” the language Dick thinks women understand. The scene conveys the message that 

the body is that through which the woman interacts, unlike the man, whose mode of 

communication is the use of words—woman is the body, man is the non-body, man is reason, 

as non-body as Dick’s ‘child’, echo. As Dick puts it, “there’s not a woman in the world, be 

she fish or lady, that does not understand it [the language of the body].” Through her body, 

Dick is able to make her speak. Making her speak, the tale suggests, is his success not hers,  

for it is he who initiates the physical contact between the two, which in turn elicits her 

frightened first response, “man, will you eat me?” (329), charged with a sexual connotation of 
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‘eating’. Also, the utterance is untypical for a creature of nature, as it is usually the civilised 

hero in fairy tales who is plagued by thoughts of being devoured by nature. But bourgeois 

male-supremacist power may, and constantly tries, to enslave nature, and the merrow’s 

question may be interpreted as a response to this fear the merrow has. Having made it clear to 

her that he has no intention of devouring her, his “thoughts… running on a wife,” Dick pops 

the question and she, at once, is “ready and willing to be [his].” Though not physically 

devoured, the merrow is trapped into one site of male power of the cultured world, the 

marriage. The final and most important thrust he needed to pluck up his courage and ask her 

to be his wife was “the neat way she called him man” the second time (emphasis mine). With 

one word, she legitimises both his humanity and his masculinity. This confirmation by the 

female is important for it removes the doubt Dick had in the beginning which was the driving 

force behind his cutting off her route of escape back into the sea—that he is not man enough 

for “what in the wide world is a man without a wife.” All in all, the merrow is then not only 

the complementary passive other half (the feminine) which Dick acquires to make his 

masculinity complete but she is also a voice Dick needs to say aloud that he is a man. 

          It is then revealed that the merrow is the king of the waves’ daughter (330). Hearing 

this, the first thing that pops into Dick’s mind, in true capitalist fashion, is how he could 

obtain some of the king’s money. The matter is put aside for a moment, but is taken up again 

when Dick has to persuade the reluctant minister to officially marry them. The only thing that 

makes the minister approve of the ‘unatural’ interracial marriage is when Dick mentions 

about the merrow’s father’s ample fortune and that the minister might get his hands on some 

of the gold (331). Accordingly, the two are married, and “the Merrow made the best of 

wives;” she possesses a ‘natural’ ability to take care of the household and the three children 

she gives birth to. Marriage, money and masculinity all intertwine here. Though money is less 

essential for Dick’s masculinity than the woman (“money or no money, Dick Fitzgerald 
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determined to marry the Merrow” [330]), the prospect of becoming wealthier as an offshoot 

of marriage is a tempting one and is the foremost thought in Dick’s mind in a number of 

scenes. 

          In the end, however, Dick is robbed of the consummate ideal masculinity he gained on 

tying the knot and being able to breed offspring. When he is away on business, the merrow 

finds her cap and after some hesitation decides to return to the aquatic kingdom of her youth. 

When he finds out about her escape, “[y]ear after year did Dick Fitzgerald wait expecting the 

return of his wife,” (332) but in vain—she does not return. He reasons that the merrow cannot 

have left him for ever of her own free will but that the king must be holding her back. The last 

but one paragraph of the story concludes with him ruminating that “she surely would not of 

herself give up her husband and her children.” This is indeed a radical turn of events in the 

fairy-tale world, since divorce and the wife-mother leaving her husband and children is an 

extremely rare incident. Even more surprising is the absence of an overt moral reprimand for 

her jilting him, for Dick is rather more incredulous than judgemental of her leaving for good. 

However, still not being able to imagine that she could be an active subject, Dick considers 

that the blame for her disappearance rests on her father. The story does not tell whether the 

king has actually barred the merrow’s way back to the surface of the water or, for that matter, 

whether she has any interest to come see her overworldly husband. In terms of the 

construction of Dick’s masculinity, however, this is not important. What is is the fact that he 

once again denies her self-determination and regards her absence as resulting not from her but 

from a man, the king.  

          Another merrow story, ‘The Soul Cages’, further exemplifies how men view women in 

antagonistic and complementary terms and as subordinates. In the first paragraph we are told 

that Jack Dogherty, the solitary-natured protagonist, “lived all alone (but for the wife)” (61). 

Here, the wife appears as almost a non-person, worthy of a cursory mention in parenthesis 
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only, contrasting Jack’s full masculine humanity. Jack believes in merrows, for which Biddy 

the wife scolds him “in her own quiet way” (62). At a seaside cliff, he meets Coo, a male 

merrow, who invites Jack to visit his abode at the bottom of the sea. Frightened of drowning 

and concerned about what Biddy might say about him taking a swim with Coo, Jack hesitates, 

which exposes his masculinity to Coo’s questioning. Coo immediately tells Jack off for taking 

Biddy’s concern into account, saying “And what matter what she says, you pinkeen 

[insignificant person]. Who cares for Biddy’s squalling?’ (64). A while later, having reached 

the sea bottom, Jack is dumbstruck by the new environment, to which Coo reacts by 

exclaiming “are you fretting after Biddy, eh?” (65). Again, Jack denies that this is the reason 

for his moment of silence. To prove Coo’s assumption right would pose a threat to Jack’s 

masculinity, for, as it is emphatically pointed out, the ideal man in the story is a solitary 

figure, who does not let his feelings for his woman intervene with his exploratory quest. 

Despite having heterosexual emotions, the perfect Jack should not openly voice them, at least 

when in the company of other men. 

          When Jack learns that Coo has supposedly trapped the souls of numerous sailors into 

cages in his underwater kingdom, he sets out to free them and devises a plan to make Coo 

crash out after a night of heavy drinking. Once again, the woman is an obstacle initially 

blocking the successful execution of the man’s plans. Jack muses that “It was, first of all, 

necessary… to get Biddy out of the way; for Jack was prudent enough, as she was a woman, 

to wish to keep the [plan] secret from her” (68; emphasis mine). Conveniently for Jack, Biddy 

happily agrees to go for a few days’ journey. The rational, masculine Jack is contrasted with 

the irrational, feminine Biddy when she returns home and finds Coo “higgledy-piggledy” 

sprawled on the table in drunken stupor (70-1). At a loss to know what to do, she “rushed out 

of the house… going she knew not where,” shortly thereafter meeting Jack, who sets her mind 

straight and explains the situation to her (71). The tale ends after Jack has proven that it is 
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he—not Biddy—who can correctly explain how things are, showing that he has access to 

knowledge and for Biddy to gain that access she must consult her husband. 

 

4.2. Masculinity Through Male-Male Relationships 

Besides negotiated through its relation to femininity, masculinity and its construction is also 

informed by the second elemental relation—men’s relating to other men. It has been 

emphatically argued that culturally hegemonic forms of male-male relationship often centre 

around masculine bonding that is very competitive, the battling nature of which is often 

played down or explained by men who engage in it as a ’natural’ part of male-male 

interaction. In ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’, for example, men perform ritualistic ceremonies 

that appear compulsory and natural for the boy to advance into manhood in all-male 

environment. The form acting out masculinity takes in the tale is very performative—it is a 

rehearsed act despite its seeming naturalness. Moreover, the special nature of men’s 

relationships with other men is habitually highlighted in everyday discourse; it is claimed, on 

the one hand, that the manners in which men act in the company of other men are different 

from the ways in which men behave when interacting with women and, on the other, that the 

relationships women develop with other women do not match those men form with other 

men. In FFT and IFT, tales in which the relationship between two or more men is a focal 

point feature prominently. In light of Chapter 4.1.1, it is no surprise that male-male 

relationships play a crucial role in the formation of a number of types of masculinity. Next, I 

examine how this manifests in FFT and IFT and turn my attention to two themes in particular: 

initiation rites to manhood and paternal authority. 

          Initiation rites form a central institution for boys teetering on the brink of manhood to 

consolidate their budding masculinity. Of the initiation rites to manhood found in FFT and 

IFT, becoming an apprentice is one illustrative example of how masculinity is constructed 
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through and in male-male relationships. As the phenomenon of apprenticeship in FFT and IFT 

concerns men only and as there is at its very core a relationship between an adolescent boy 

and an older man, there is a difference in age and, more importantly, of power and standing in 

society between the two males. The process of masculinisation in apprenticeship is to a high 

degree a one-way one—masculine tradition is passed on to the young boy with the older man 

acting as a tutoring mediator. Therefore, apprenticeship works in a similar fashion to other 

schools of masculinity to which boys are submitted, such as when proving one’s worth as a 

warrior (as in ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’), with a hierarchical power structure and a code of 

obedience.  

          In every case of apprenticeship in FFT and IFT, the male adolescent is bound to serve 

his master against his own will; in ‘The Three Wishes’, it is the protagonist’s father who 

binds his son to a blacksmith to learn the blacksmith’s trade (214); the malevolent fairy in 

‘Master and Man’ obliges a young man to serve him until he has duly paid for the offence he 

committed (79); the toddler in ‘The Giants Stairs’ is captured by a giant who makes the infant 

his servant and apprentice among a group of other children (237-8), and so on. The boy is 

removed from his domestic environment and placed in an unfamiliar one—in some stories, 

the boy moves from the jurisdiction of his father under the supervision of a new surrogate 

master. In others, like in ‘Master and Man’, the boy is obliged to serve the master on account 

of angering him. One overt purpose for the boy’s move into a new sphere is that boys should 

acquire a profession, which prepares them to function in the public sphere of capitalist 

production society and grooms them for the labour market. Another aim involves tutoring the 

boy, after a lapse into nonconformist behaviour sanctioned by societal institutions, to keep his 

nose clean in the future, that is, to conform to expected forms of behaviour. This emphasises 

the need to acculturate boys into socially accepted forms of masculinity. Despite their 

unwillingness to take up the apprenticeship, the schooling has clear benefits for the young 
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men: Philip Ronayne in ‘The Giant’s Stairs’ develops into a renowned smith “for his skill in 

working brass and iron, which it was believed he had learned during his seven years’ 

apprenticeship to the giant” (241) and, similarly, Billy Dawson becomes “his own man and 

his own master” (215) after he is released to work in his own forge. Here masculinity, trade 

and class intertwine. Through the years of apprenticeship, Philip is schooled into masculinity 

desirable for men of profession in the labour classes of agrarian Ireland. 

          However, the process of schooling boys into desirable manhood through the apprentice 

system does not automatically produce the expected results. ‘The Three Wishes’ serves as an 

example. It is a story of apprenticeship gone wrong, of not properly fulfilling its role as an 

educator of boys into culturally desirable manhood. In the tale, Billy, of the disreputable 

Dawson family and who “was known to be a great rogue,” is made apprentice to a blacksmith 

by his professionless jack-of-no-trades father, who has been forced to face some 

inconveniences in his life on account of the Vagrancy Act (214). The reason here for 

apprenticing Billy springs from his father’s desire to shield Billy from governmental 

persecution that makes life hard for men who are seen as vagabonds and, therefore, of non-

hegemonic, non-Protestant-work-ethic masculinity. The idea of proper manhood that both 

Billy’s father and the official state apparatus propose is, then, tied to acquiring a legitimised 

profession, such as a practicing smith in Billy’s case. Though on the surface it may be that the 

main reason for sending Billy off is to teach him a trade through practice, instilling desired 

forms of masculinity into him is also central. Undergoing the seven-year166 apprenticeship 

period is not the course Billy himself would like to steer his life towards—it is the demands 

society places on him together with his father’s recognition of these demands and Billy’s 

submission to his father’s commands that binds Billy to the master blacksmith for the duration 

of the apprenticeship.  

                                                
166 In FFT and IFT, cyclical events or events restricted to a certain period of time usually take place during seven 
years. Seven is the biblical number of completion, which meaning is carried in a number of the tales. 
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           However, Billy is not the most receptive of boys to take in the responsibilities of 

working-class masculinity of supporting his wife and children, for as the narrator states, “a 

hard card his master had to play in managing him” (214-5). His slovenly and indolent ways 

do not initially mend, not before the master applies his ‘special’ cure, physical violence, to 

treat Billy’s laziness by “bang[ing] him with a hazel cudgel until Bill’s [sic] bones ached for a 

week afterwards” (215). As Billy defies his masters authority and is too stubborn to be guided 

to the path of cultural masculinity with the use of words only, the master responds with the 

quintessentially masculine remedy—violence—to force Billy to have respect for him. It is the 

acts of violence which the master commits and the fear this develops that keep “Bill’s nose to 

the grinding-stone” for the rest of the apprenticeship but which, as the story later reveals, have 

not driven Billy’s cardinal sins out of him for good. Here, violence is an ineffective method of 

teaching. After a violently tempestuous marriage and extensive wheeling and dealing with the 

Devil, Billy’s “sad fate” is to roam the country in mischievous pursuit of “tipsy night 

travellers” as “the circulating knave” (233). In the end, Billy’s masculinity reaches a kind of 

culturally celebrated limbo—his masculinity is far from being consummated in the hegemonic 

manner his father would have wanted but Billy, nevertheless, conforms to another cultural 

ideal of men, that of solitary wandering masculinity. On the one hand, he is destined to seek 

happiness by harassing strangers in the dead of night in no comfortable environments. On the 

other, he is free from the obligations of work, marriage and, to an extent, of the demands 

society makes on his masculinity; he is, once again, his own man and his own master, bound 

down neither by man nor woman but, in the course of gaining his freedom, driven to the 

periphery of society. 

          As I made clear in Chapter 2.3, a key function of all-male physical and social space is 

the defining and upholding of hegemonic masculinity. Of all the tales in FFT and IFT, ‘The 

Knighting of Cuculain’ is the most obvious example of what can be considered a 
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representation of the ideal of hegemonic fairy-tale masculinity—the militant warrior. Though 

militant virtues are celebrated in other tales, as in ‘The Enchantment of Geardoih Earla’ in 

which the protagonist is “a great leader in a fight, and very skilful at all weapons” (265), I 

analyse ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’ in detail as it provides the most illustrious examples of 

this type of hegemonic masculinity in FFT and IFT. ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’ draws on 

the Irish myth of Cúchulainn, the son of the god Lugh. The story is overtly ultra-masculine 

with scenes oozing testosterone-suffused celebration of stereotypical maleness, and it is 

powerful not only because it is about Cuculain, “the great hero of legendary Ireland” as Yeats 

has it in a footnote on page 369, and his taking part in a flamboyant initiation rite to manhood, 

but also because it so fittingly lays bare a number of the manners in which hegemonic warrior 

masculinity is constructed.  

          In the tale, Cuculain, sixteen years old barring a day, is subjected to a series of tests 

which measure whether he is man enough to qualify for a warrior and which he must pass to 

be knighted to join the company of other male warriors. In short, the tale is about Cuculain’s 

transfer from boyhood to adulthood according to norms regulating masculinity in the context 

of mythical royalty. It has been revealed to Cathvath, the druid and Cuculain’s surrogate 

father, that the man whom the king Concobar “shall present with arms tomorrow, will be 

renowned to the most distant ages, and to the ends of the earth” (369). Cathvath voices what 

the story considers the hero-to-be’s ultimate goal—everlasting fame. For his part, Cuculain 

initially expresses no visible enthusiasm to be knighted but it is Cathvath who settles the 

matter curtly by proclaiming that “Thou shalt be presented with arms tomorrow” to Cuculain, 

who “had attached himself most to the Ard-Druid, and delighted to be along with him in his 

studies and observations.” At this early stage, Cuculain already shows signs of stereotypical 

masculinity through his interest in science and empirism and through his male-bond 

admiration and fondness of the druid, whose command of these disciplines is masterful.  
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          The druid’s attitude to Cuculain well epitomises rites of manhood in general: society, 

here first in the form of Cathvath, directs a number of masculinity-affirming challenges to 

adolescent boys, who participate in the rites to overcome the tests so as to acquire a more 

masculine/powerful status among the members of their society. The only problem Cuculain 

and Cathvath face is that the former is too young to take part in the rite, but this 

inconvenience is swiftly solved for “next day Cathvath procured the king’s consent” without 

much difficulty. Next, male servants relate two accounts of omens that confirm Cathvath’s 

visions of a true knight to be born on the next day. For the rite to exist in the first place and 

for Cuculain to pass it, certain prerequisites must be met. The setting has to be right; the 

context for affirming Cuculain’s manhood is a distinctive one that has been created especially 

for this function—the acknowledgement of his manhood in the end is a performative in the 

sense of speech-act theory, valid only when carried out in the correct situation, that is, where 

and when the rite takes place with the ritualistic participants in their places.167 The right 

partakers must also be present: Cuculain, the performer of and in the rite, Concobar, from 

whom comes the final judgement whether Cuculain has passed or failed, and the other men 

and warriors, with whom Cuculain and his efforts are contrasted and who also legitimate his 

successful completion of the test.  

          Cuculain, of course, passes. From the outset, there is no doubt he will succeed. An 

aspect of the story which reinforces the inevitability of Cuculain’s passing the test is the type 

of language the story is written in. The events in the story are narrated in a straightforward 

manner without much explaining why or how things happen—they just happen, as if 

Cuculain’s destiny is self-evident and him being the most masculine of them all were obvious. 

The story implies that the manly skills he possesses come natural to him, that, in general, 

masculinity is natural but must be validated in a performance. Though an end where the hero 

                                                
167 See Butler, Judith, Bodies That Matter: on the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993) 13.  
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triumphs is needed to bring the story to a satisfactory conclusion according to the conventions 

of the heroic legend tale, the tale’s main concern is not to reveal whether he succeeds or not 

but rather to demonstrate the intermediary stages of the rite where Cuculain manifests the 

masculinity requisites imposed on him. In spite of the celestial omens having assured that he 

will succeed, he nevertheless has to undergo the official ceremony to be permitted to step 

among other fiery warriors of consummate masculinity. His masculinity must be pronounced 

in a public context. But once he has proven his worth Cuculain must prove it again. And 

again. To retain his masculine status after gaining it, Cuculain must demonstrate his 

transcendent masculinity not once but repetitively, one time after another. Accordingly, there 

is not one but a series of trials he clears in the rite—he breaks two sets of weapons, 

acknowledges the quality of the third, severs the first cart and approves of the second.  That 

Cuculain must endure a number of trials results from the fragile nature of hegemonic 

masculinity, which is dependent on the endless repetition of approved masculine traits. It 

demands the constant and successful performance of one’s masculinity to give the impression 

to oneself and to others that one adheres to certified forms of masculinity so as not to appear 

non-masculine and, subsequently, feminine. Cuculain’s anxiety about his masculine 

performance surfaces when he tests the weapons presented to him and complains to the king 

that “These are not good weapons. […] it is not seemly… that on the day that I am to receive 

my arms I should be made a laughing-stock…, being but a boy” (370). 

          Through continually making references to Cuculain’s appearance and qualities, to a 

degree where the intensity of his appraisal borders on the comical, the tale both affirms 

Cuculain’s ultra-masculine character over and over again and shows how repetition is 

essential to the construction of the masculine man. He possesses “amazing strength and… 

waywardness” (370) and “beneath delicate brows his eyes glittered like gleaming swords” 

(371); he is a “bright torch of valour and war, more pure and clear than polished steel,” “a lion 
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of war;” his “heart leaped in his breast when he heard the thunder of the great war-car and the 

mad whinnying of the horses that smelt the battle afar,” and he  

sprang into his chariot, all armed, with a cry as of a warrior springing into his chariot in 
the battle, and he stood erect and brandished his spears… the [first] great warrior of the 
Gæil, his battle-arms in his hands stood equipped for war in his chariot before all the 
warriors of his tribe, the king of the Clanna Rury, and the people of Emain Macha. (372) 
 

As numerous other rites of manhood, Cuclain’s removal from the sphere of boys into the 

domain of manhood takes place among a group of men. During the rite, he is surrounded 

exclusively by men—no women are at the scene. The only note of a (distant) female figure is 

in the horse groom’s recital when he tells that a mysterious new horse has appeared in the 

stable “where stood the divine steed… [of] the great war-queen, Macha Monga-Rue” (369). 

Rather than foregrounding the female warrior’s heroism, this isolated reference underscores 

the remoteness of women as regards the rite and men at hand. It is solely a male and a 

masculine concern, for the completion of which the absence of women is required. The other 

men present serve as a backcloth to Cuculain’s trials of masculinity, to heighten his might 

because he makes it known that he is stronger and more masculine than the others. Concobar 

“exulted exceedingly” when he witnesses that normal weapons are not of good enough quality 

for Cuculain (370-1). At the end of the story, the other warriors also affirm that Cuculain has 

passed the test by “lift[ing] up their voices and shout[ing] for Cuculain” and “roar[ing] around 

him” in a chorus of assent (372).  

          The tale closes with the validation from other men that Cuculain has demonstrated 

more than a sufficient level of strength and that he, consequently, has obtained favourable 

adult masculinity. Though Cuculain’s biological father is absent from the tale, the druid is 

said to have taken his place. Apart from portraying a rite of manhood, the early part of the 

story also touches on the issue of paternal authority; Cuculain admires the druid and complies 

with his orders like an obedient son should. Their relationship is not interactive, for Cathvath 

is the source and Cuculain the recipient of knowledge and authority. There is no conflict 
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between the two men, and this is one reason why the story concludes in a happy end. In other 

tales in FFT and IFT, standing up against the father spells trouble. 

          In ‘The Fate of Frank M’Kenna’, the dire consequences of defying paternal authority 

and ignoring the father’s advice are made clear. Frank, the son of Mr. M’Kenna, is “otherwise 

harmless and inoffensive” but he is “in a habit of tracing hares [on] a Sunday whenever there 

happened to be a fall of snow” (127). His father “had frequently remonstrated with him upon 

what he considered to be a violation of the Lord’s day, as well as for his general neglect of 

mass.” Frank is “in this matter quite insensible to paternal reproof.” On one Christmas 

morning, Frank once again sets off to the mountains to follow his quirk, for “his enthusiasm 

for the sport… was stronger than his love of religion, and he refused to be guided by his 

father’s advice.” At this point, the father has had enough, and 

on finding that the son obstinately scorned his authority, he knelt down and prayed 
that if the boy persisted in following his own will, he might never return from the 
mountains unless as a corpse. (127) 
 

Frank, however, is still not swayed by the father’s wish and adamantly refuses to abandon his 

plans, which the story tells are “at variance with religion and the respect due to a father.” 

However, the father’s harsh hope does indeed come true—unluckily for Frank, a thick 

snowstorm develops, and “the self-willed young man, who had equally trampled on the 

sanctities of religion and parental authority,” loses his way on the mountains and is given up 

for dead (128). 

          What is essential here is the father’s wish. Rather than allow the son to disrespect his 

opinion, the father wants his son to die. Frank is not punished for a single or the first act of 

disobedience, which hints at there being some tolerance towards rebellion against the father’s 

rule, though Frank’s persistence to follow his folly is reprimanded from the outset. It is not 

the hare-chasing itself that the reproof is targeted at—it is his continuous and combined 

indifference to religion and paternal authority that triggers the upbraiding. The tale conveys 
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the message that to repetitively stand up against the father and not take his advice leads the 

boy to trouble. For its part, this consolidates the father’s position as the unassailable head of 

the household, and so the tale is about a conflict between two men, especially as there is no 

mention of a mother or other female characters. The absence of women, once again, sets the 

stage for the portrayal of a male-male relationship and the strong-willed masculinities that are 

moulded here are distanced from any feminine influences that might warp them or interfere 

with the depiction of the father/son relationship. 

          Though a boy of obstinate nature, the ultimate reason for Frank’s disregarding his 

father’s orders on the day of his disappearance is attributed to something other than his own 

will—Frank “act[ed] as if he were moved by some impulse that leads to death, and from the 

influence of which a man cannot withdraw himself” (128). Uncontrollable intuition, a force 

outside the jurisdiction of regulative reason, overwhelms Frank. Consequently, both Frank 

and his father are somewhat acquitted of the moral blame for influencing the boy’s death; the 

prime force that causes the fatal chain of events is neither his pig-headedness nor the father’s 

impetuous wish but an unconscious death drive that Frank has no control over. Furthermore, 

his attempts at subordinating nature (catching the hare) and overcoming it (continuing the 

chase despite the snowstorm) fail. In the tale, nature is too wild to be tamed, but Frank’s 

masculinity is based on the need to domesticate it. Besides his relationship with nature, the 

second crucial element to his masculinity is his detachment from civilised society, represented 

here by religion and the father. 

          Another story in which the theme of paternal authority is explored is ‘Teig O’Kane and 

the Corpse’. In this tale, the relationship between father and son is similar to that of ‘The Fate 

of Frank M’Kenna’; Teig the son’s behaviour arouses the father’s reproof, which leads to a 

paternal conflict. As in a number of other tales in FFT and IFT that pick out laziness as a 

grave flaw of character, the first and foremost cause for castigating Teig is his neglect of duty 
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in farm work. Considering that the tale is set in agrarian Ireland where every family member’s 

effort was crucial to keep the wolf from the door, the tale’s anxiety at Teig’s indolence is 

understandable. A “very extravagant” vagabond-ish boy, Teig spends his time and the ample 

amounts of money his farmer father lavishes on him at nearby “fair[s], or… race[s], or… 

gathering[s]” (24) whenever the opportunity presents itself. Teig being the only child, the 

father “loved this one so much that he allowed him to do everything just as it pleased himself” 

(24). Laziness, however, comes hand in hand with other unfavourable traits but, unlike lazy 

girls, whose beauty is often downplayed, Teig’s handsomeness is in fact closely tied with his 

happy-go-lucky character—“‘the love of every girl [was] in the breast of his shirt’, and it’s 

many’s the kiss he got and he gave… there wasn’t a girl in the country but would fall in love 

with him” (24). Though Teig is not criticised for having premarital amorous affairs and 

staying overnight in girls’ houses, members of his society take disapproving note of the 

callous manner in which he treats the girls with whom he has flings. The unkind behaviour 

towards women is a cause for reprimand here. 

          In similar fashion to the story about Frank M’Kenna, the father puts up with the son’s 

behaviour for some time but then an incident takes place that is too much for paternal patience 

to endure. “At last [Teig] became very wild and unruly” and the father learns that “the son 

had ruined the character of a girl in the neighbourhood” (24), that is, had made her 

pregnant.168 What prompts the father to take action with his son is the prospect of a bastard 

being born in the family. In spite of the fact that the pregnant girl of the tale in particular and  

women in general face more severe social stigma for having an illegitimate child than men do,  

                                                
 
 
168 In ‘The Banshee of the Mac Carthys’, an opposing view is taken to the situation where a young woman is 
pregnant with an illegitimate child. The “intellects” of the nameless “unfortunate creature, who had been seduced 
by James Ryan” “had [been] disordered” “by the promise of his marrying her; and [by] the shame of her 
unhappy condition” (112-3). The tale also relates that the pregnant woman’s jealousy of Ryan’s forthcoming 
marriage to another woman has driven her to desperately stalk Ryan. Ryan’s moral responsibility for the affair 
and the unborn child is minimised by pointing out that rumors circulate that he “had provided for her rather 
handsomely” (113, italics mine).  
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‘Teig O’Kane and the Corpse’ centres on the effects of the revelation on the relationship 

between the two men. On hearing the news, the father instantly becomes “greatly angry” and 

demands that Teig should marry the girl; if he refuses, the father will disinherit him and give 

his estate to his brother’s son (25); if he complies, the father will bequeath his fortune to Teig. 

Not knowing which option to choose, Teig laments his fate, walks out of the village, is 

enchanted by malicious fairies, must endure a series of laborious tasks for disenchantment 

and, finally, returns home to marry Mary, the girl who has carried his child, bringing the tale 

to a traditionally happy fairy-tale end. 

          Apart from shielding the family name from public shame and derision, securing the 

transfer of paternal legacy to the son can be viewed as another prime motive for the father’s 

decision to engage in serious conversation with Teig about the need for the son to correct his 

manners. Teig’s unruliness is connected, as in ‘The Fate of Frank M’Kenna’, with disobeying 

paternal authority, with being out of reach of the rule of the father and, consequently, outside 

societal norms of hegemonic masculinity. The father is apprehensive that, if Teig does not 

perform the type of masculinity suitable for a successor as the head of the farm, the 

distribution of his inheritance cannot be completed according to the patriarchal norm, that of 

considering the eldest (and in this case the only) son as the primary beneficiary. The father’s 

worry is reflected in the old villagers’ rumination that “it’s easy to see what will happen to the 

land when the old man dies; his son will run through it in a year, and it won’t stand him that 

long itself” (24). Following the traditional patriarchal system of inheritance, and, 

subsequently, conforming to the forms of masculine behaviour dictated by this system, is 

therefore not a private concern of the O’Kane family but a topic of conversation among the 

villagers at large. The fact that the father’s intention to leave his fortune to his nephew 

functions as a threat in the story underscores the importance of strictly passing property from 

father to his biological son. 
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4.3. Masculinity through cunning, deceit and language 

It has been argued that Yeats sported a “dislike of…rationalistic interpretations” of fairy 

tales.169 This may be true, but despite Yeats’ aversion I suggest in this chapter that the heroes’ 

utilisation of rational thinking and its links to cunning, deceit and the use of language are, in 

light of Adorno and Horkheimer’s ideas discussed in chapter 3.3, the most central methods of 

the hero’s advancement in the tales in FFT and IFT. 

          In ‘Frank Martin and the Fairies’, the curious narrator foregrounds male protagonist 

Frank Martin’s apparent lack of rationality—a sign of deviation among the villagers—in a 

gentle yet reproachful manner as far as Frank’s belief in the fairy folk is concerned. Though in 

the narrator’s words “in everything else [Frank] was as sensible, sober, and rational as any 

other man,” Frank’s “mania” for the fairies is “peculiarly strong and immovable” (14). Frank 

claims to be able to see and communicate with the fairies and report on their mischievous 

comings and goings, which ability the other villagers do not claim to share. The first two 

paragraphs (14-15) set the stage for a story in which the failure to conform to the norms of 

rational masculinity attracts curiosity and, at the same time, is reprehensible. 

          Towards the end of the tale, a group of villagers hear strange sawing noise from a fort, 

which is believed to be haunted by leprechaun-like fairies and, consequently, humans avoid 

going anywhere near it (16-17). The band set out to empirically witness the cause of the odd 

noise, as the story tells that none of the residents dared approach the place on account of the 

supposed fairies and so it could not be a human making the noise. However, they detect no-

one or nothing, “either natural or supernatural” (17), and, after a moment’s pondering, finally 

send for Frank to help them out on the matter. Once on the spot, Frank immediately tells them 

it is the fairies building a coffin for a sick child, with which explanation the others are content  

                                                
169 Thuente, Fairy and Folk Tales of Ireland, xvii. 
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and the matter is settled. Here, it is important to note that the villagers seek what to them 

appears a rational solution to their problem first, and only when this fails, a seemingly 

irrational one is introduced, for inviting Frank the special helper on the scene presupposes the 

idea that help of a special kind—surpassing knowledge of the ordinary order—is needed so as 

to interpret the occurrence in a meaningful manner. In this scene, Frank’s function is like that 

of a shaman who is summoned when people do not know how to make sense of the world on 

their mundane terms. But in spite of his comrades’ view that his folly with the fairies is short 

of rationality, which the story presents as a measurable entity, to Frank himself the fairies are 

as rational a phenomenon as any other in the world surrounding him and the others; when the 

narrator questions Frank about the fairies, “Frank, arn’t you afeard o’ them?,” he replies, 

“Arra, what ud’ I be afeard o’ them for? Sure they have no power over me” (15, italics mine). 

I read Frank’s comment saying that he knows for sure, that is, through rational reasoning, that 

the good people exist and, against popular conviction, cannot harm him in the least. Frank’s 

logic in this reasoning is based on the fact that he “was baptised against them” (15), the 

fairies, by a priest in his childhood, as Frank’s father foresaw that the fairies for a reason not 

explained in the tale intended to make Frank their king. The foundation of Frank’s 

relationship to the fairies, then, is not imagination, daydreaming or distant longing for 

mystical far-away creatures but plain rationality. Through observation, he knows that the 

fairies are commonly in his very immediate vicinity, has the knowledge and the hard facts on 

the fairies, because the fairies are as common as a cold to him, who observes their behaviour 

and addresses them directly: 

 There’s a little ould fellow sittin’ on the top of the sleys… (15) 
 Nickey, give us a tune… (15) 
 Go out o’ this, you thieves… (16) 
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Being in a position of extensive knowledge about the fairies, Frank is not trampled over or 

cheated by them like the villagers; with respect to the fairies, Frank is no subordinate but on 

par with them.  

          With all this in mind, Frank is, in fact, a figure exemplifying rational behaviour, a 

model of consistent rational thinking, in spite of the narrator not crediting him that status in 

full. Whether the fairies in actual fact exist or not is not the point; what is are the ways in 

which differing perspectives on them are treated and justified. Similarly to the human world, 

the fairies170 also act in a calculating fashion, for when the dwellers decide to go closer to the 

source of the sawing noise, the fairies stop making the noise so as not to be discovered. In 

another instance, they make the coffin not just because they want to cut down the tree but for 

a reason, for a child about to die. All three sides in the story, Frank, the villagers/narrator and 

the fairies, are calculating in their behaviour. Even when that which is rational to Frank is not 

that to the narrator, both Frank and the narrator promote the same sensory qualities in making 

sense of the outside world: they see, hear, touch and act in a reasoning manner.  

          With only one flaw of character and a single lapse into what the story considers 

irrationality, the story assigns Frank a gloomy fate. In the beginning, the narrator reports on 

Frank’s appearance that he is “thin, pale… of a sickly look… temples sallow and emaciated” 

(14), which considering Frank is only in his thirties suggests that the want of a ‘rational’ 

outlook on fairy matters is connected with, if not the reason for, “the debility of his frame, and 

infirm health” (17). In the last paragraph, the narrator describes Frank as having “every 

appearance of a hypochondriac about him” (17) and reports that he has died, “an object of 

considerable interest and curiosity” (17) to the villagers. Here, again, the narrator hints at 

Frank’s inadequately proportioned capacity for rational reasoning, as the definition for  

                                                
170 The story suggests that Frank witnesses a bunch of fairies, but only two, Jim Jam and Nickey Nick, are given 
names. It is not surprising that the two named fairies are male as leprechauns usually appeared in the shape of a 
little old man. However, the way the two are named emphasises that the fairies are male. 
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hypochondria reads “a state in which a person continually worries about their health without 

having any reason to do so”171 (italics mine). All in all, the story puts forward the moral that, 

for the hero-protagonist to survive, not even one instance of deviance from the norm of 

rational masculinity is allowable and that the deviance brings about lethal consequences. 

Frank, a mediator between two worlds depicted separate, the rational world of the civilised 

humans and the ostensibly irrational world of the fairies, falls one trait short of this ideal and 

suffers dearly. 

          Though rich in issues dealing with the rational individual, ‘Frank Martin and the 

Fairies’ is less suitable for an analysis of one of the other most central traits in Adorno and 

Horkheimer’s theory of the core of the masculinity of the bourgeois individual—cunning—

but numerous other tales in Yeats’ collections provide illustrative cases of how cunning is a 

core component in the formation of heroic masculinity in the stories. In ‘Donald and His 

Neighbours’, Donald the protagonist overcomes challenges posed by his envious neighbours, 

Hudden and Dudden, mainly through trickery and the use of cunning. At the very outset, 

conflict between the men arises as Donald’s farm prospers more than the others’, who become 

envious of Donald’s affluence, despite all three being on an equal footing—with one 

bullock—to cultivate their respective patches. Hudden and Dudden are, then, for a reason not 

explained in the story, less capable of capitalist production and of enslaving nature than 

Donald, which it is true may have been an acute source of grief and hunger in their agrarian 

society. However, I argue that it is the neighbours’ feeling of envy not Donald’s opulence 

itself that poses a threat to their masculinity, which makes them take action against Donald. 

They are no match for Donald in land-working abilities and cannot contain the uncomfortable 

feelings this stirs up. In the process of retaliation, their self-alienation becomes more intense, 

their minds clearly set on a materialist fortune not inner mental harmony. Their envy acts as 

                                                
171 'Hypochondria' Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, available from <http://dictionary.cambridge. 
org>. 
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the justification for retaliating on Donald, whose bullock, at this point his sole means of 

production, they conspire to kill. Miserable, Donald skins the dead animal, throws the skin on 

his back and sets off for the nearest town “to dispose of it to the best of his advantage” (270), 

that is, to make what little money he can off the hide. Not too unlike the neighbours, financial 

gain is the first thing that crosses Donald’s mind and on which he acts; it is his ultimate 

interest. For Hudden and Dudden, it can be argued, several alternatives apart from violent 

vengeance would be available to better their lot: cooperation with Donald; development of 

their farming skills; even harder labour; or a completely different type of relating to their 

situation, as a differential in economic standing is not by definition an irrevocable cause for 

antagonism between workers in general or working men in particular. If the unbalanced 

distribution of wealth in the fairy tale world were seen as of minor importance and 

accumulating material goods were not the hero’s main concern, Hudden and Dudden would 

not need to feel envious of Donald’s prosperity. But this is wishful thinking as the male 

figures of the tale, and of the fairy tale genre in general, are mercenary to the bone.  

          One is then justified to pose the question why is envy an important component of the 

story in view of masculinity? I propose that envy functions as one emotional force behind the 

actions of the capitalist individual, also in fairy tales, that in a way naturalises the male 

neighbours’ hostile actions and serves as a basis on which this particular male-male 

relationship between Donald and his neighbours is founded. Naturalising the actions makes it 

more difficult to perceive that other alternative ways of acting would be available. The two 

neighbours actively choose a quintessentially male mode, violence, as a solution to quieten 

their inner whirlwind of envious emotions, alienating both characters from themselves and 

from Donald as they do not settle the issue in a psychologically harmonious and fulfilling 

manner but try to do away with the man who they wrongly see is the source of their anguish. 

In the story, male-male envy is a prime emotional initiator of the events that unfold later on. 
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          After a momentary change of scenery, making his dreary way to the town, Donald 

catches a talking magpie (270), which he hides under his coat as he thinks he may, on the 

journey, derive some benefit from the bird’s ability to roughly imitate human voice. 

Intuitively comprehending that the magpie may open some beneficial doors for him, Donald’s 

calculative mind works like clockwork. He captures the bird for a specific reason, to put it 

into good use. Next, he enters an inn, where he makes the bird talk so that the landlady thinks 

she is hearing voices, but Donald quickly cooks up a story of how the magpie “tells me 

everything, and I always carry it with me to know when there is danger” (270). An apt 

advertiser able to sell thin air at high price through skilful wording, Donald cons the landlady 

into exchanging the quasi-magnificent bird for a hatful of silver. But there is some truth in 

Donald’s line, as danger is always on the lone hero’s mind, it is imminent at every stage of his 

journey, and he eagerly welcomes every little help he can get, be it a magpie or three wishes, 

so as not lose his life. “[R]ejoicing at his good luck,” (271) he returns back home to play a 

trick on Hudden and Dudden, who after Donald’s wilfully untruthful narration that a fortune 

awaits anyone selling bullock skins slaughter their own animals but, owing to Donald’s 

deception, are paid a pittance only. Donald uses words to deceive, and as Zipes has it, men in 

fairy tales “must use their cunning to concoct words so as not to be found out.”172 Donald 

does not want to be found out. As is usual in the fairy tale genre, a pinch of luck—here in the 

form of a bird that perches within Donald’s reach—initially facilitates the hero’s advance to a 

level where he exerts his cunning and trades objects of value to make further progress towards 

his goal. At this point, Donald has demonstrated both his superior farming skills and his first-

class ability to use words to deceive, proved that he is more of a man than the others. In civil 

society, one has the chance either of success or failure173, and this is also very much the case 

                                                
172 Zipes, The Brothers Grimm, 67. 
173 Adorno and Horkheimer, 62.  
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in traditional fairy tales, with their stark polarisation of vice and virtue and heavy 

categorisation of roles, each of which habitually dictate a routine fate.   

          In the following scene, Donald, in a macabre fashion, swaps beds with his mother, who 

Hudden and Dudden, burgling Donald’s house in the dead of night, mistake for Donald and 

kill by choking. Donald, having had “a pretty good guess how matters would turn out” (271), 

had made the new sleeping arrangement because he, the master reasoner, could predict the 

neighbours’ action in advance. With the mother sacrificed in a premeditated act, Donald then 

makes “some noise” to drive off the burglars empty handed just before they manage to get 

their hands on his money. Speech, or here, noise, deludes physical force. His fortune intact, 

Donald uses his dead mother to gain more money, as he ingenuously lures the inhabitants of a 

nearby village to pay compensation for their alleged accidental manslaughter of the very same 

mother (271). Making good money off his mother’s double death, a show of establishing 

domination over women, Donald is now free of any emotional familial ties that might bind 

him down in his quest for self-mastery. He then dupes the neighbours to kill and sell their 

mothers (272) in the hope of monetary gains, consolidating Donald’s supremacy as the 

intelligent controller of other characters’ fates. In the last but one scene of the story, when 

Hudden and Dudden have bundled Donald into a sack in which they intend to drown him but 

are distracted into chasing a three legged hare, “thinking by her appearance she would be 

easily taken” (272), Donald persuades a drover passing by to take his place in the sack. “O, I 

am going to heaven… and in a short time I expect to be free from all trouble” (272) he lies. 

Here, freakish nature and its undomesticated power in the form of the hare tempt Hudden and 

Dudden to give themselves up to instinct, diverging them from logically carrying out their 

rational murderous plan. As before, the abandonment of rationality translates into trouble and 

failure. In contrast, Donald unflinchingly keeps his calm under pressure and once more uses 

words cunningly to make his escape from looming destruction, seemingly holding sway over 
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forces greater than the individual, in the process sacrificing yet another man, the drover, for 

his alienating self-advancement. Bound in the sack, Donald is lost, doomed, but through 

artifice—by conning the drover—is able to preserve himself. As in the scene with the inn 

landlady, Donald is concerned with trouble and danger from the world without that he must 

constantly deceive to survive. However, instruments such as the magpie and the concept of 

heaven that promise protection from harm only make for a fantasy of salvation. The magpie’s 

voice is nothing more than a bad impersonation of human voice, unreliable and empty of any 

real meaning, and if Donald really believed heaven was the ultimate haven, he would 

certainly not have swapped places with the drover. 

          In the final scene, Donald induces the two bungling neighbours to leap into the deepest 

part of a turbulent river to dive up imaginary nuggets of gold, a trap which snares Hudden and 

Dudden for good and closes Donald’s quest for self-mastery. By the end of the story, 

Donald’s triumphal and instrumental utilisation of cunning has made it clear that this and no 

other single personal characteristic paves the way for the hero’s victory in the tale. Luck and 

chance do feature as devices of the story through which new trials are presented to Donald, 

such as the appearance of the drover at a critical moment (272), but Donald works his way out 

of them solely on account of his calculative cunning. Donald is almost utterly unable to 

decide what events he faces along the journey—at least as far harmful events are concerned—

but is shown to be masterful at shrewdly turning unfavourable scenarios round in a way that 

benefits him and inflicts a degree of harm to the people around him. Trouble is what the 

chaotic outside world bestows on Donald, who then actively solves the set problems to 

achieve self-mastery and domination over others and over nature. Donald’s domain is word 

not force, deception not truth, and as by their nature deceptive words carry a risk of being 

found out, of failure, “the clever man... must unfailingly affirm the nonexistent superiority of 
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the word over force.”174 This is exactly what Donald does in successive scenes. Along with 

Hudden and Dudden who covet his farm, Donald is also a model mercenary capitalist 

concerned with increasing his wealth at the expense of others, even of his mother, obtaining 

silver from the innkeeper, money from the villagers and twenty head of cattle from the drover. 

The hero’s journey towards happiness entails a successful completion of a battle where 

Donald’s skills at deception are repeatedly weighed against those of his adversaries, who are 

not on par with the protagonist. All in all, Donald emerges very similar to what Adorno and 

Horkheimer call the bourgeois individual, who in seeking socialisation collapses into 

complete solitude. 

          In ‘Owney and Owney-na-peak’, the story follows a very similar pattern to ‘Donald and 

His Neighbours’. Owney, “a smart, kind-hearted, handsome youth” and the hero of the tale, is 

terrorised by his cousin Owney-na-peak, who is “as stupid as a beaten hound” (356), but 

emerges victorious thanks to his wits and wordiness and his cousin’s lack thereof.175 Mutual 

retaliation carries the story on, as Owney-na-peak furiously attempts to match his cousin’s 

success, Owney fuelling his namesake’s rage with instructions that only lead Owney-na-peak 

to harm. Unlike Donald in the previous story, however, Owney does not relegate himself to 

his adversary’s level by pursuing to kill him outright—Owney-na-peak faces violent 

hardships but is restored into good health after every possibly lethal episode—a fact that, for 

its part, justifies the bestowal of a greater fortune, the king’s daughter’s hand, on Owney than 

was the case with Donald. In this tale, in comparison to ‘Donald and His Neighbours’, 

compassion and forgiveness, coupled with luck and the ability to say the right thing at the 

right time, secure the hero’s rewards for his deeds. Solving the witty princess’s riddles, 

                                                
174 Adorno and Horkheimer, 68. 
175 From his dying mother, Owney learns how to sell a piece of cheap enchanted china at a high price. Owney-
na-peak fails to do the same and, in an envious fury, burns blind the eyes of Owney, who then discovers how to 
cure his sight. Unsuccessful to follow suit, Owney-na-peak packs his cousin into a sack to drown him, but 
Owney escapes, ships Owney-na-peak to a foreign land never to be heard of again, cures the blind king’s eyes, 
and receives the hand of the princess in return. 
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Owney demonstrates that his wits are evolved enough to meet the demands of a fairy tale hero 

and that he uses the correct channel, language, to display them to those who judge his 

suitability for a masculine hero. His skills are set against those of the one who is and cannot 

be a hero, and the bungling Owney-na-peak’s function is to elevate Owney’s skills to an even 

more stratospheric level, similarly to what Hudden and Dudden did in ‘Donald and His 

Neighbours’. 

          ‘The Giant’s Stairs’ is a tale about the hero’s instrumental cunning similar to ‘Donald 

and His Neighbours’ but in a more compact form. Having seen a vision in his dream of a boy 

who went missing seven years ago, blacksmith Robert Kelly sets out to liberate the stolen 

child, who it turns out was kidnapped by a giant. At the outset, the story presents Robert as a 

worthy fellow, “a handy man,” who knows how to make use of his skills in manual labour / 

plough-iron making, folk art / ballad singing, and attracting young women’s and the general 

public’s attention (237). Such presentation of Robert conveys the message that the later 

success of his rescue operation that the tale narrates does not result from coincidence or good 

luck but from the rational employment of his talent in tune with the mode of able masculinity. 

This Robert later proves to be the case. In the beginning, however, he is able but perhaps not 

magnificent. Though locally renowned, he has not yet risen to a level of exceptional 

distinction, because he has not performed any truly remarkable deeds, of which tales would be 

written and for which he would be remembered for centuries on. To be remembered, fairy tale 

heroes must do this. As in the tales I have analysed in the preceding paragraphs, also in ‘The 

Giant’s Stairs’ the hero is not in a position to decide what the quest he has to complete is. He 

is at the mercy of anarchic forces originating from without him, and these he has to battle 

against for survival without a real chance to refuse, for refusal would denote failure to 

consummate one’s manhood and heroism. In ‘The Giant’s Stairs’, it is in a dream that the 

hero learns about a quest that awaits him. In the dream, the captured boy, Philip, promises 
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Robert that a fortune awaits his saviour if Robert is able to save him on that very night, which 

is when his seven years’ apprenticeship to the giant terminates (237-8). Robert, however, is 

not convinced that Philip’s dreamy account holds much more than empty words, though the 

prospect that Philip “will be the making of [Robert] for ever after” (238) whets his appetite; 

“‘And how will I know,” said [Robert]—cunning enough, even in his sleep—“but this is all a 

dream?’” (238, italics mine). This doubt is echoed further on in the tale by Robert’s 

exclamation to his travelling companion, when the search for the giant’s cave seems failing, 

“’Tis a pair of fools we are, Tom Clancey, for coming here at all on the strength of a dream” 

(239). In his first question, not content with taking his dream at face value, Robert demands 

concrete realistic evidence from Philip to convince him that the boy’s plight is real. 

Eventually, he gets the evidence he craves for, as the horse on which Philip sits smacks 

Robert in the forehead with its hoof. The kick is real enough, for, waking up, Robert finds 

“the regular print of a horse-shoe, upon his forehead as red as blood” (238). An empiricist, 

Robert, on the fact of the horse shoe mark on his head, acts and “determined to put [the 

dream’s] truth to test” (238). ‘Test’ and ‘truth’ are revealing here. Though dabbling with the 

dream realm, Robert is concerned with the real world and truth, which he does not believe he 

can grasp in his dreams. He puts his dreams to reality test, just like his role as the masculine 

hero. For Robert, dreams are useful as they reveal aspects of the real world, but only physical 

evidence in the material world assures him that they hold true. Psychologically interpreted, 

dreams affect the individual’s life and vice versa. Robert’s rational thinking and cunning 

penetrate into and shape the course of his dream and the events in the dream have mental as 

well as physical impact on Robert. In fact, as one of his pastimes, Roberts actually 

“interpreted dreams for the young women” (237), foregrounding the importance of dreams for 

Robert in the tale. Interpreting these dreams to others, he fixes their meaning with his words 

and, yet again, demonstrates how the hero uses language to make headway in consolidating 
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his masculine self. In Freudian terms, the quest for saving Philip can be interpreted as 

Robert’s pursuit to come to terms with and advance in his own life. The “beautiful white 

horse,” on which Philip is “mounted,” (237) may be taken for a sexual symbol, among other 

symbols, representing Robert’s development into full eligible manhood, especially as he is 

famed for singing “Arthur O’Bradley”176 at lasses’ weddings. Later on, Robert enters the 

giant’s cave, “[w]ild and strange was that entrance” (239), giving rise to the interpretation of 

the entrance as sexual intercourse and of successfully rescuing Philip from the cave/womb as 

braving the female body and sex. 

          The pursuit of heroic manhood demands that the hero suppress his heart’s stir and act 

on his reason. Rowing to the giant’s cave, Robert is by no means calm, a warranted worry 

seeing that he will try to trick a famous giant. The manner in which he acts at this point is un-

heroic. With “impatience,” he “hurried” and “waiting a considerable space in a state of 

suspense not to be described, Robin [sic], with pure vexation, could not help exclaiming…” 

(239). His heart acting against his will, a riot of feelings flows loose in his breast, interfering 

with the rational execution of his plan by the brain. In a moment of desperation, Robert 

questions the intelligence of his venturing out, but his companion Tom’s retort that it was 

Robert’s own decision to set out settles the matter. So the responsibility for interpreting his 

dream literally lies solely on Robert. For the hero, there is no turning back now from the quest 

without being labelled a failure, nor can he treat the dream in symbolic terms anymore. With 

staying firm essential, Tom’s comment further necessitates the preference of reason to 

intuition for the hero and, once the hero has but one choice, to plunge on, the story can 

proceed. Which it does, as the moment Tom speaks hope re-emerges in the form of a 

glimmering guiding light beaming from the cliff, reassuring Robert that all is not yet lost and  

                                                
176 This song is reported to have many variants, but in most the marriage arrangements of one Arthur O’Bradley 
play the key role. The song dates back at least four centuries and is reported to be “a veteran of the seventeenth 
century” (Young, Percy M., 'Observations on Music by Tobias Smollett' Music & letters 27:1 (1946): 19). 
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land is ahoy. By the time Robert has disembarked the skiff and reached the entrance to the 

cave, he has composed himself, that is, has quelled his heart’s desire; “Robert Kelly, seizing 

his plough-iron, boldly entered with strong hand and a stout heart” (239). For a moment, the 

brain has taken control over the heart but, again, the hero’s heroism is transitory to say the 

least, as the “grim and grotesque” carvings at the entrance put Robert’s strength of will to yet 

another test: 

The more Robin allowed himself to contemplate the forms around him, the more terrific they 
became… his imagination convert[ing] feature after feature into a different shape and 
character… Now, indeed, poor Robin felt afraid. (239) 
 

The struggle to overcome his cowardice continues, rationality the mental scarecrow against 

un-logic. Referring to himself, he reasons: “‘Robin, Robin,” said he, “if you were a fool for 

coming here, what in the name of fortune are you now?’.” Weighing his alternatives, “[t]o 

retreat was out of the question”, but immediately after he has uttered the sentence “he saw a 

small light twinkling” (239). To intelligently convince oneself why the hero is not the 

follower of the heart is once more rewarded with the promise of hope, of advancement. Resort 

to reason, controlling oneself at the moment of the utmost despair, spells salvation.  

          Finally, Robert is poised enough to enter the giant’s lair, “where no word disturbed the 

breathless silence which prevailed” (239). The lair, with its silent womblike appearance and 

the primordial figure of the giant, “whose majestic beard had... in the course of ages grown 

into the stone lab” (239), is a part of ancient frightening nature that the bourgeois hero aims to 

control, battle and, at the same time, retreat from. A number of things hint that the stony 

figure of the giant itself is older than civilisation, which Robert represents: giant Mahon 

MacMahon’s name, with its plain repetition as well as the double continuance of its family 

history; the rooted beard; and the simple, uninflected language he uses to greet Robert 

(“‘What seek you?” he demanded in a voice of thunder’.” [240]). Against such an enemy, 

primordial nature, Robert is powerless—save his ability to use words cunningly, which he 
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does to cover the gap between rationality and irrationality. That, coupled with deception, is 

his salvation. Wilily, Robert  

walked along the hall, by the side of Mahon, as if nothing was the matter, although his great 
iron dress clanked fearfully… [and] seeing that the only means he had was to make friends 
with the giant, determined to try what effect a few soft words might have. (240) 
 

Flattering MacMahon, Robert wins him over and, cunningly, hands his plough-iron instead of 

his hand for the giant to shake so as to avoid injuring his own hand, which elicits a roar of 

laughter from the many children MacMahon has trapped into his cave. Of course, Robert 

certainly has no intention of making friends with the giant—this idea is just a stratagem for 

furthering his plan and saving his life—and he has realised the insufficiency of his physique 

against forces of nature. What eventually enables him to pick out the kidnapped child from 

among flanks of identical looking children and complete the trial the giant sets on him is his 

“ear and eye” (240), the ability to register the surrounding world sharply and clearly through 

hearing and sight. Like winning time through the use of language with MacMahon, it is 

through the use of speech that the end point for his quest is manifested. Faced with a 

seemingly impossible task of singling out the right child, Robert, while the children’s choir of 

laughter is reverberating in the lair and distracting MacMahon, is able to detect a finer voice, 

which guides Robert to select the child he is looking for. “‘Let me live or die for it, but this is 

young Phil Ronayne.’” (240) he exclaims. With MacMahon acknowledging that Robert has 

made the right choice, Robert and the boy are swiftly and magically transported back to 

civilisation and safety. His mission proper accomplished, Robert appeals to the “ear and eye” 

of the villagers, some of whom question the identity of the boy he has found, to shun away 

those who doubt his success (241). 

          As I have laid bare, speech and language are essential to the hero. Furthermore, in some 

tales, like ‘The Little Weaver of Duleek Gate’ and others featuring a similarly comic hero and 

humorous events, the hero actually has not much in assets besides these, though nevertheless 
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succeeds in advancing to a relatively high standing in society. When other characteristics are 

unavailable, the deft use of language directs the hero’s course to self-advancement. Though in 

humorous fairy tales the hero’s antics may be very anti-heroic, the genre itself warrants this 

deviance, with the endings and events of humorous fairy tales nevertheless usually likening to 

those of non-humorous ones—only the outward paraphernalia and the intention behind the 

ways in which the hero achieves or does not achieve his goals have changed. ‘The Little 

Weaver of Duleek Gate’ presents an arrogant hero in an Irish variant of The Brave Little 

Tailor tale. Growing weary of the drudgery of supporting his family as a badly-off weaver, 

Thady slams dead “three score and tin [ten]” (373) flies and, in the course of the tale, 

develops his hubris to an unprecedented level. The flies slain, a lengthy argument between 

man and wife ensues (374), demonstrating Thady’s ability to twist words and to reason, be it 

nonsensically, to get what he wants—the upper hand in the spousal squabble and an apparent 

justification for his journey. Determined to become “a knight arriant [knight-errant]” and 

making his suit of armour out of domestic cookware, Thady has his pot lid of a shield adorned 

with the text ‘I’M THE MAN OF ALL MIN THAT KILL’D THREE SCORE AND TIN AT A BLOW’ 

(374).177  However overtly ironic that line may be, it says something about more than just 

Thady not being of the traditionally heroic kind. Other ways of interpreting the line are also 

possible, such as treating it as a critique of heroic masculinity, saying that maybe killing 

hordes of creatures of nature does not necessarily constitute a man or a hero after all. 

Actually, Thady’s text does not claim that he would be ‘the man of all men’ but of ‘min’, a 

colloquial form of ‘men’ or men, something quite not the norm, making it a suitable epithet 

for the mock-hero of this humorous tale. Of all the pieces of his makeshift armour, the shield 

is the dearest to him; “that he was very partic’lar about” (374, italics in original), not least  

                                                
177 There is wordplay here with tin [ten] the number and tin the metal, as Thady’s suit of armour is composed of 
pots and pans, “a shuit o’ tin clothes” (374). This wordplay hints that Thady’s kill of the flies is actually not that 
heroic an achievement after all. 
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because it carries his signature awe-inspiring proclamation on it for all to see. “When the 

people sees that…the sorra one will dar’ for to come near me” (375, italics in original). The 

text on the shield has a dual function: first, to render Thady into a warrior who others dare not 

confront easily and yet, second, to make him known and noticed. Simultaneously, it functions 

as a lure and a repellent. This dualism informs a noticeable part of fairy tale masculinity in 

general. Nature/the outside world both attracts the hero, as it offers trials through the 

completion of which he may validate his masculine self, and horrifies him, as nature may be 

too powerful to escape through trickery from. 

          The humorous effect of the tale is brought about by the conflict between Thady’s 

intention (knight-errant) and actions (‘knight arriant’). Presenting stock heroic characteristics 

and deeds in a humorous fashion makes their working mechanisms obvious. Also, the parody 

of heroic language questions its conventions of use. With “[y]our sarviant ma’am” (375), 

Thady sets off from home to Dublin, stealing the miller’s horse and wilfully leaving his wife 

and children behind to starve, the exact opposite of the heroic norm. Even Thady the anti-hero 

values deception and is blessed with shrewd cunning, and he displays their instrumental use 

when, on the yard of King of Dublin’s castle, he “purtended to go asleep… over… a stone 

sate [seat]… but he took care to turn out the front of his shield that had the letthers an it” 

(376) so that the king, looking out of his window, could see Thady’s curriculum vitae. The 

king takes the text on the shield at face value. Lucky enough to finally make the dragon he 

was to slay crash into the wall of the king’s castle, knocking the beast unconscious, Thady 

quickly contrives a last story how he saved the sweet final blow for the king on purpose. The 

purposefulness is of course false, but this is lost on the king, who confers the title of a lord on 

Thady. It is a recurring pattern in the tales of the two collections that the hero’s words, his 

most important means of advancement, are frequently accepted as true without protestations. I 

propose that this gives rise to the following interpretation; words are so very vital for heroes 
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that if heroes’ facility for wording were diminished in the fairy tale world, there would be no 

real means for them to survive in that world anymore, no viable system of struggling with 

forces of nature. Like Thady, who would be caught out numerous times if it was not for his 

trained tongue, a hero without the right words would be a former hero indeed.  
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5. Conclusion 
n the previous chapters, I have demonstrated some ways in which the rather elusive 

topic of masculinity can be approached from the point of view of critical men’s 

studies in studying literary texts, and I have utilised varying methods of analysing 

men and masculinities by applying them to W.B. Yeats’ two 19th-century anthologies of fairy 

tales. What are, then, the most important findings of my analysis of the formation of 

masculinities in FFT and IFT? 

          First, there emerges no single form of hegemonic masculinity in the collections that 

would constantly be celebrated over other types of hegemonic masculinity. Rather, the tales 

feature a spectrum of representations of men, who seek socialisation and demonstrate the 

tactics vital for them to become socialised into the order of the fairy tale world. It is through 

the character of the male hero that the standards for the celebrated and legitimised cultural 

masculinities of the fairy tale are most vigorously portrayed. Some regular patterns through 

which the heroes routinely achieve their goals came up in the close reading of the tales. That 

the tales habitually depict the outcomes of some modes of operation as positive makes them 

more attractive to the reader than others. In the stories, male heroes are generally active, 

adventurous, resourceful, cunning, reasonable, deceptive and skilled at using language and, 

consequently, the hegemonic masculinities of FFT and IFT contain all or most of these 

attributes. The instrumental use of these traits is the most likely channel through which the 

hero guarantees himself a happy ending in the struggle towards contentment. The site in 

which the hero demonstrates his utilisation of these skills is the quest, which customarily 

takes him away from a domestic setting to an unfamiliar and bewildering one. The rewards 

the hero receives for completing the set trials tend to be of the kind capitalist society 

cherishes: wealth, advancement in social standing, and marriage. Performing hegemonic 

masculinities confers great social rewards and private benefits on the man.  

I
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          It is customary in the West to think of masculinity in terms of opposition to femininity, 

and female characters in the tales in FFT and IFT are subject to a different set of traits—

beauty, passivity, meekness, acquiescence to male rule—from male characters to advance in 

their lives. This rift has a key function in the construction of masculinities in the material of 

my thesis. The display of correct forms of behaviour by men and women is policed by 

societal institutions of power, such as the family/father, the king or the self, that mete out 

rewards and sanctions according to whether the characters meet the promoted criteria for 

acting their respective genders or not. Through the evaluative allotment of the public sphere 

of courageous adventures principally to men and the domestic sphere of household activities 

mainly to women, FFT and IFT for their part uphold a sex-based division of labour so 

common in the traditional fairy tale world and view the sexes in complementary terms. This 

serves to heighten the superiority of men over women. In the constructing of misogynist 

masculinities, this superior position is further consolidated by the attitude many men in FFT 

and IFT take that women need to be controlled through disciplinary mediums like marriage, 

like in ‘The Haughty Princes’, or by direct physical force, like in ‘Bewitched Butter (Queen’s 

County)’. This also naturalises hegemonic masculinities as desirable, in contrast to 

subordinate masculinities and all femininities, as if a result of biological essentialism. In sum, 

the manner in which the treatment of the relationship between male and female characters is 

carried out in FFT and IFT is consistent with the standard fairy tale practice. 

          As I pointed out in my analysis, masculinities are also forged in male-male 

relationships. The institution of apprenticeship and the schooling of boys by initiation rites to 

adult masculinity are two recurring forums at which some crucial elements of constructing 

masculinities are demonstrated. I showed that the need for boys to learn the correct masculine 

performance, in varying contexts narrated in FFT and IFT, is pressing and was directed at the 

boys from authoritative figures ranging from fathers to fairies and on to giants and the state. 
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With all-male space crucial for the instruction of boys and the maintenance of hegemonic 

masculinity, the transfer of a boy from childhood to adulthood is signalled by ritualistic 

celebrations, most notably in ‘The Knighting of Cuculain’, or through acquiring a trade or 

getting married. Both protective and competitive, male bonding was shown to provide the boy 

a route for self-advancement, while at the same time a large number of male-male 

relationships in FFT and IFT was analysed to involve a high degree of injurious deception and 

controlled scheming. 

          Though it was Yeats’ preference to include into his collections tales which were the 

least fictionalised, on the one hand, and the most imaginatively generous, on the other, the 

tales in the two collections promote a strong adherence to rational reasoning at the expense of 

extravagant fantasy as far as the masculine hero’s mindset is concerned. Adorno and 

Horkheimer’s theories on the masculine hero’s journeying as representative of the demands of 

socialisation are very useful in this analysis. Here, rationality emerges as the most central 

aspect that defines the male hero. Rational calculative thinking governs the decisions he 

makes as well as the tasks he accomplishes and is likely to keep him safe from harm. But like 

Robert shivering at the entrance to the giant’s cave in ‘The Giant’s Stairs’, humans are not 

wholly rational creatures, not even after long-term acculturation by state apparatuses, and the 

fear of losing the status of a rational subject constantly troubles the heroes in FFT and IFT. 

Therefore, fairy tale heroes keep reminding themselves relentlessly about the vital importance 

of rationality. Failure to act rationally robs the hero of his armour, as it is rationality that 

separates the civilised world, of which the hero is a part, from the wilderness, which it is his 

intention to control; lack of rationality exposes the hero to irrational forces of nature, against 

which he has no other means to effectively battle with. In the process of rationalising himself, 

his actions and their justifications, the hero elevates reason over everything else, including 

personal emotions, which hinders him from developing into a complete human being. The 
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hero is alienated from himself. Set at the boundaries of the civilised world, the fairy tale 

setting itself necessitates the hero’s facing of challenges posed by nature. The fact that the 

hero routinely undergoes a number of tests is revealing in that it exposes the constructive 

nature of masculinity, how masculinities need endless reaffirmation so as not to disintegrate. 

Masculinities are fragile, also in the fairy tale world, and this is one of the reasons why fairy 

tale heroes endure not one but a number of tasks in which they prop up their masculinities. 

          The masculine performance a façade of the self, heroes characteristically exploit 

cunning to validate their masculinity. The single most distinctive phenomenon in which the 

heroes’ use of cunning manifests in FFT and IFT is spoken and, seldom, written language. 

Obstacles along the quest are overcome by deceit, which cunning is in a rational form and for 

the use of which language is the most common instrument. The heroes’ survival depends 

more on the deft use of words to outmanoeuvre their opponents, who may or may not be a 

part of the enlightened world like them, than on the deployment of physical force. Language, 

an evolved and intricate medium of interaction necessitating extensive mental capacity, suits 

well for the self-advancement purposes of heroes of the fairy tale cosmos that claims its 

detachment from the underdeveloped sphere of nature, from the forceful attacks of which 

language can protect the hero indirectly, by evasion only not by direct physical contact. 

          FFT and IFT portray a very traditional fairy tale gender order. The kind of division of 

labour depicted in the two collections tends to present tasks that male characters carry out as 

capitalistically more valuable than chores that female characters do. A rationale grounded in 

biology to ideologically define power relations informs this order. The tales overtly recognise 

the existence of sexuality in human relations but collapse all permissible sexuality—save a 

boy-girl kiss on the cheek—into married heterosexuality. Premarital sex habitually leads to 

trouble.  
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          My focus in this thesis is decidedly on representations of men and masculinities. 

Though this may give rise to the claim that my analysis pays too little attention to female 

characters and, consequently, perpetuates the positioning of men to the centre of research at 

the expense women, I consider it vital to specifically study male characters in fairy tales as 

gendered, as this type of research, I find, is too scarce. Personally, I would find it interesting 

to study in more detail the effects Yeats’ editorial choices had on the final texts he published 

under his own name and how, if at all, the gender order of the tales was renegotiated in the 

course of altering his source materials. Also, it would be fascinating to examine the historical 

development of the tales included in FFT and IFT and see what types of changes have taken 

place in the representations of masculinities at various times.
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